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I I . Public Relations Sign1f.icance 
Th:l.s thesis ha s developed out of our interest in 
customer relations, and out of the realization of a 
definite scarcity of published material in this field. 
We have chosen to study the hotel industry, as it is 
a service industry dependent upon good customer relations 
for its sue cess. 
It will present a systematic study of four Boston 
hM'"els, deaigned ·to analyze the guest relations programs 
of each hotel in terms of the type of hotel and its 
specific clientele. 
III. Hypothesis to be Tested 
~oblem : 
Each hotel, , bee au sa of 1 ts backgrou.nd, h i story, 
trad1t1on and location h a s a basic personality. To make 
this personality definite a_nd dist i nctive, the hotel at-
tempts to attract the ~pacific type of clientele which 
is a ppreciative of the persona lity a nd fits in with it. 
In 9.rder to attract this clientele there must be a guest 
~la ti£g~2rogram ~es igued to su i t it. In order to 
sat1s~thia clientele the hotel must carry out the 
ErOgram thoroughly. 
Hypothesis A. 
If a hotel prefers a specific clientele, then lt designs 
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ita guest relations program to suit this clientele. 
Prefers - chooses to ha ve as its prevalent type. 
Speciftc Clientele - the type of guest who is ap-
preciative of the hotel's basic personality 
and fits in with it. 
Designs a Guest Relations Pro~ram - plans regular 
servi ces and s pecial features for guests; 
written and verbal policies for management, 
staff and guests; rates; facilities; and 
advertising . 
Suit - to meet the n e eds and desires of. 
1 Hyp6thes1s B. 
\I If a hotel:.carr1es throu gh 1 t-s guest relations program 
~ · thorou ghly, then it s ati sfi es the specific clientele. 
I
'· 
Carries Throu gh - puts i nto effect :1 ts intentions 
1! Thoroughly - consistently , consider a tely, promptly, 
I eagerly, conscienciously, and graciously. 
Satisfies - pleases and r et a ins the patronage of 
~~ign - M~ltiple Case Study 
IV. ~tudy Procedure 
A. Sources to be Explored 
1. Books and maga zines on hotel management and ho·tel 
public relations, and text .s on research methods. 
2. Fe a tures in popular magaz~nes on .the specific hotels. 
3. ~rochurea, pamphlets, menus, and advertising of each 
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hotel. 
4. Employee manu a. ls 
5 . Litera ture prov i. ded for the guest by the hot el. 
B. Methods to be Used 
1. Select i on and summariza t i on of i nformation from: 
book s a nd maga zine s on hotel man agement and hotel 
public rela t i ons, fea tures in popula r ma ga z i nes 
on the specif i c hotels, brochures, pamphlets, 
adve rtising of each hote l, employee manua ls, li-
terature prov i ded for gue.sts by . t he hotel. 
2. Collecting i n fo rmat i on t h rough interv i ews with genera l 
man agers, a s si stant man a gers, and publ t c rela t 'l. ons 
men of ea ch hotel. 
3. Systema t i c d irect observa t i on. 
4. Participant observa tion. 
5 . Guest quest i onna ire s - a d i f f erent one for each hot e l 
to determine the extent of guest s a t isf a ction. 
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TI~TRODUCTION 
To the best of our knowled ge, this is the f i rst formal 
study completed in the area of hot el guest relat i ons, and, 
in fact, the phrase 11 hotel guest r e lations 11 ha s been 
adopted , defined, and limited by us. Nowhere could we find 
planned programs or histor i c a l accounts of hotel guest 
relations to base our study on. We did use several texts 
on hotel management, and general public relations, which 
served at first a s guides in organizing material; but these 
offered ne ither s custome r relati ons a pproach, nor formally 
defined pro grams. 
studied four successful hotel s becau s e we are pri-
·
1
1 marily interested in their respective differences with 
regard to guest rela tions programs e.nd types of clientele, 
r ather than differences in their degree of su c cess. 
The four hotels are: the Avery, a low priced hotel 
for entertainers, the Par.ker House, primarily a commercial 
hotel, the Ritz Carlton, noted for exclusiveness, and the 
.Sheraton Pl aza , a member of a large cha in, which ca ters 
to t hose who prefer luxurious l t ving. 
Our prospectus outl i nes t he plan wh i ch we followed 
completely. Naturally, 1 t could not predi ct the problems 
we would meet. For example, we could find no ways to 
evalua te numerically incldents in participant observations 
and personal descriptions. Employee behavior and attitude 
are often influenced by the attitude of the guest; it ia 
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often difficult, particularly in questionnaires, to deter-
mine when this is so. Differences in size of hotels, layout 
of lobbies, and the number of employees, presented problems 
in making observations. 
We made exhaustive contacts to locate background 
information on the Copley Plaza, now the Sheraton Plaza.. 
~'le could find neither written information nor any authority 
who would tell us about it. The Avery, youngest of the 
hotels, has little tradition or history to write about. 
OUr biggest problem lay in the area of guest ques-
tionnaires, each one based on a hotel's guest relations 
program. We were not permitted to use any of these. 
The Parker House was the only hotel of our studies 
which allowed us to use our own questionnaire, a revised 
and condensed version of the original questionnaire. We 
were given a list of 150 guests, one day's registration. 
We selected at random 100 of these and mailed question-
naires to them; 66 were ·returned to us. 
The questionnaire we used from the Sheraton Plaza 
was the only one remaining from the most recent room check. 
The Sheraton's policy is to circulate the answered 
questionnaires to the departments concerned; the depart-
ment in turn discards them after noting their contents. 
We were given 16 questionnaires, those remaining in the 
general manager's file, and we wonder why tbese had not been 
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1 distributed to the various departments. Because of this, 
and because the s 9mple was small, we cannot pl ace too much 
emphasis on these questionnaires. 
The Avery gave us 28 questionna ires, a supposed ran-
dom sa mple of their room check. These questionnai res a.re 
not well constructed in that the sca,le i s biased toward 
favorable r a t i ngs, and the questionnaire acts as a sales 
promoter. 
Neither the Ritz Carlton nor its clientele lend 
themselves to questionnaires. However, we ha ve drawn con-
elusions from our observations and from the data we 
collected. 
- ~- --==---=---===- ====o=-
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HDrEL AVERY 
BASIC PERSONALITY 
The hotel Avery, privately owned wben it opened in 
1935, is now a member of the Carter Hotel Operating Cor-
poration, of which H. B. Cantor of New York is president. 
The member Carter hotels are: Dixie, Governor Clinton, 
and George Washington in New York, . the Garde in New Haven, 
and the Essex and Avery in Boston. 
For the first six years, ( 1935 - 1941 ) the Avery 
catered to travelling salesmen. However, as it was not 
as close to the business district as other hotels of the 
same class, as it was close to _the entertainment district, 
and as it was small in size with an intimate atmosphere, 
it found it could best cater to theatrical people and 
be most appreciated by them. 
" The hotel Avery, combining comfort and convenience 
in the heart of town, ••• offers airy, cheerful, homelike 
rooms. Our well trained staff is always at your command. d) 
The Avery describes itself on its postcards as " 200 
rooms, each with tub and shower- in the heart of Boston 1 s 
shopping and theatrical district. " 
1. Avery Brochure 
1 
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IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE, THEN IT DESIGNS 
ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE. 
· ~·-
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE ••• 
Prefers - chooses to have as its prevalent type 
Specific Clientele - the type of guest wbo is ap-
preciative of the hotel's basic personality 
and fits in with i t . 
With its small intimate atmosphere and its proximity 
to the entertainment district, the Avery finds that it 
can best satisfy a theatrical clientele, as entertainers 
appreciate the 11 personal touch " and like to feel that 
they are at a '' home away from borne ". 
~vice a year, the general manager sends reminder 
notes to theatrical producers to remind them that the 
Avery welcomes and is eager to serve entertainers. 
I 
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THEN IT DESIGNS ITS GUEST FELATIONS PROGRAM ••• 
Designs its Guest Relations Program - plans written 
and verbal policies for management , staff, and 
guests; regular services and special features 
for guests; rates; facilities; and advertising. 
GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
I 
II 
\iritten and Verbal Policies for Management, Staff, and Guests .I, 
· I 
Il
l 
11 To give tbe finest service at all times to our guests 
and to know our job and perform it well, even better tban 
expected of us •• ( Bonuses are paid for employees' sugges-
tions tbat are used. ) .• To treat our fellow employees as 
we would like tbem to treat us, to keep our hotel premises 
clean and in excellent condition at all times, to remember 
tbat what is for tbe best interest of the hotel is for our 
best interest as well, to remember at all times that we are 
in the hotel business, a service business, a.nd .to maintain 
the highest tradition of the hotel industry in all our dea-
lings with guests and fellow employees. 11 ®> 
Tbe Averyprides itself on having a personal relat i on-
ship with its guests. Many of the entertainers , for example, 
call Mr. Hamsy, the general manager, " father 11 Hamsy , and 
send both him and the Avery's employees cards when away from 
Boston. The employee manual says that " Guests' names should 
be · remembered and used . " 
Familiarity 'tli th guests , however, is frowned upon. 
Vfhen off duty, it is not considered good judgement or -good 
· taste for em.t;>loyees to dine or drink in the hotel's public 
rooms as a guest . 
Employees must not attempt to settle guests' compla ints; 
all complaints and personal grievances must be referred to 
l 2 11 
1 • Carter Hotels Service Guide " 
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the department head or the assistant manager. 
Employees ~re instructed never to say no; a bot water 
bottle procured at 5 a.m. on request is not unusual. Late 
parties are allm'led, as most guests work nights, return to 
the hotel late, and so retire late. Thus, maids must be 
especially quiet during the day for those guests who sleep 
late. 
Some of the rules for employees are: 
11 Never carry gossip about guests or employees, respect 
breeds respect . Do not use loud or profane language at any 
time. Telephone manners must be courteous and accurate and a 
complete message must be taken. Conservative clothing mu st 
be worn by those employees who do not wear uniforms, ••• 
women must use discretion in wearing make -up. "Q) 
Regular Services and Special Features for Guests 
The Home Touch: 
Employees are for the most part older people, who have 
worked at the Avery for many years and know mos t of the 
guests by name and personality, moreso than at other types 
of hotels. 
Complimentary morning newspapers from the guests' home 
towns, and Christmas cards sent to guests are other features. 
For Entertainers: 
There are special weekly and monthly rates for enter- · 
tainers, special valet service for their costumes, gowns , 
etc., late chambermaid service, and qu iet maids in the 
morning. 
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Food: 
Entertainers are diet c.onscious, and not too much 
emphasis is placed on food v.rithin the hotel. Half of the 
dining room ~enu is devoted to special dishes for these 
dieters. As food is not an important feature, and as the 
dining room seldom bas a capacity crowd ( 60 people ), the 
dining room staff is kept to a minimum. 
Comforts: 
The Avery offers morning calls that include the weather 
report for the day. Cleansing tissues, an electric razor 
outlet, an extra strength shaving light, a radio, cmd 
hotel stationery are in every room. Other features are: 
teletype equipment, sightseeing booklets, mailing of 
articles forgotten by guests, mementoes - Avery cigarette 
holders in the dining room, and an air conditioned bar 
and dining room. 
Rates 
The Avery has 200 rooms, and has special weekly theat-
rical rates ranging from $ 26.00 for a single room, to 
$ 36.00 per week for a room with twin beds. 
Facilities 
Bar: 
The circular bar may be entered from the lobby or 
!: from a street entrance. It is dimly lighted, modern, and 
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bas a warm, pleasant atmosphere. 
Newstand: 
Off the lobby, there is a small newstand with one 
attendant. 
Dining room: 
The dining room, on the second floor , is small, cozy, 
and warm, and bas a small adjoining bar . Autographed pic-
tures of entertainers who have stayed at the Avery decorate 
the walls . The dining room staff is kept to a minimum with 
but one waitress at lunchtime. The hostess is informally 
dressed. 
Lobby: 
The lobby is very small and seems almost like a foyer. 
Advertis ing 
Avery advertising is conducted on a national scale by 
the Carter chain , and locally by tbe hotel itself. It makes 
use of newspapers, billboards, brochures, Avery matches, 
sugar cube wrappers, cigarette holders, and personal 
solicitation by letter. The ashtrays advertise the Garter 
hotels . 
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TO SUI T THIS CLIENTELE ••• 
Suit - meet the needs and des i res of 
In summary, bec ause of the intimacy of atmosphere, 
and because employees have been at the Avery for many 
years, and know most of the guests by na me, the guest at 
the Avery feels tha t he is rea lly welcome and at home. 
He belongs. 
This intimacy of atmosphere and the feeling of be-
longing a re conducive to guests becoming acquaint ed with 
ea ch other. In the enterta i nment field this is particu-
larly advantageous, a.s entertainers are away from home 
for long periods of time, work odd hours, and have simi l a r 
1· interests. 
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Complimentary home town newspapers, s pecial valet 
service for costumes and gowns, quiet maids in the mor-
ning, special low theatrical r a tes, and the freedom to 
ha ve l a te part ies, are all pl anned to meet the needs 
and des i res of entertainers, the" specific clientele''. 
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HYPOTHES IS B. 
IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
THOROUGHLY, THEN IT SATISFIES ITS SPECIFIC CLIENTELE. 
IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
THOROUGHLY .•• 
Carries Through - puts into effect its intentions 
Thoroughly - consistently, considerately, promptly, 
eagerly, conscienciously, and graciously 
Thoroughness has been determined by systematic direct 
observations, participant observations, guest question-
naires, and personal descriptions. 
Systematic direct observations made in the lobby, 
dining room, and bar were guided by a check list based · 
1, 
on the Avery guest relations program. Some of the employees, 
during the course of observation, fitted into more than 
one category in that they acted in one manner with one 
guest and in a different manner with the following guest. 
Similarly, not all employees fitted into all categories, 
as several work alone , several receive no tips, etc • 
•• Because of the smallness and intimacy of the Avery lobby, 
and because there are very few employees, observation was 
difficult. We observed 10 employees during many hours of 
tbe day on various days of the week. 
Participant observations were made in tbe dining 
room of the Avery, ( the lobby and bar are not conducive 
~ -=--- = 
to this ) where we enacted or observed test situations 
( complaints and special requests). These observations 
are subject to bias resulting from our moods and person-
alities with those of the employees. 
vle .devised a guest questionnaire which we were not 
permitted to use. However, the general manager allowed 
us to use 28 questionnaires, a sample of those placed in 
the rooms periodically. "v e have doubts as to the validi~Y 
of this questionnaire, due to the fact that there are so 
many ratings of" excellent", few criticisms, and no 
ratings of 11 fair" or 11 ppor ".Furthermore, its rating 
scale is biased favorably toward the hotel; and aside 
from measuring guest satisfaction, it acts as a sales 
promoter. Despite these factors, the results are revealing. 
Personal descriptions are a 11 catch-all 11 of unclas-
sifiable observations and are subject to the same biases 
as are participant observations. 
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SYSTEMATIC DIRECT OBSERVATIONS(of 10 employees) 
Forms of Address 
sir or madam 
Mr ., Mrs., Miss, ( surname ) 
no special way 
Attitude Toward Guests 
respectful 
indifferent 
familiar 
overly-familiar 
Number of Employees 
2 
3 
5 
5 
3 
2 
0 
Employees AmQgg_Selves ( 5 worked alone ) 
cooperative 
indifferent 
uncooperative 
Service 
prompt 
average 
slm'l 
Attitude Toward Tipping 
demanding 
grateful 
indifferent 
5 
0 
0 
6 
3 
l 
0 
3 
2 
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Behavior with Guests 
very courteous 0 
· courteous. 10 
discourteous 0 
Arguing Among Selves 0 
Casual Conversation Among Selves 2 
Neatness 9 neat 
1 not neat 
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS 
During the lunch hour, one of us specifically or-
dered a lunch special without french fried potatoes. 
The waitress made a note of this, but when the order 
arrived, it included the potatoes. When this was brought 
to her attention, she was slightly disturbed, apologized, 
and took the plate to the kitchen. 
During the same lunch hour, we received stale cof-
fee. Again, we called this to the attention of the 
waitress. She was extremely a.pologetio this time, said, 
11 oh dear, this is my day, .1sn' t it ", and replaced the 
coffee with more stale coffee. We let it go this time. 
The dining room hostess was informally dressed in 
a blouse and suit skirt when we entered the dining room. 
( We were the f i rst lunch guests to arrive. ) However, 
when she apparently felt that enough guests had come in 
to merit it, she put on her suit jacket. 
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GUEST QUESTIQ~NAIRES ...: 28 
1. " Did you enjoy your stay ? u 
yes -- 26, no -- 0, no answer -- 2. 
2. " Was the service " 
-~-- =--=~ 
excellent ? -- 24, good ? -- 4, fair 7 -- 0 
3. " What do you suggest that would make your stay here 
more comfortable? 11 
Only 4 of the 28 guests made suggestions. Two examples of 
these are: 
1. n vihy do you have to put 25 cents into the radio, 1 t 
would be eo much more enjoyable if you did not have 
to pay. " 
2. " Springs on the bed were weak in the center. " 
Some compliments in answer to question 3, are: 
1. " The hotel is running nicely, bellhops were very well 
mannered and courteous. " 
2. " We had an excellent time. " 
3. " The friendly atmosphere here and the courteous ser-
vice are your greatest a. a sets. I look forward to returning 
hereafter on my many visits to Boston. Your circle bar is 
one of the nicest as well as the n~atest I have been 1n.~. " 
4. " Just remain the same. " 
5. " Very comfortable room. " 
6. .. Impoaai ble to improve. " 
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PERSONAL DESCRI PTI ONS 
'fuile observi ng in the lobby, we s aw the general 
manager stop to cha t with a few of the sea ted guests 
whom he called by na me. Bellhops on various occasions 
were cha tting informally with guests. 
The wa itress in the din i n g room was chatting with 
seated guests who appea red to be old customers. The 
food 1n the dining room is fair; the prices compare 
with those of the other hotels we are studying. 
We noted that the entire Avery staff, exclud i n g 
the d i ning room hostess and the newst and girll are mid-
dle aged or older. 
We a lso noted that the hotel, generally speaking, 
is clean and well kept. 
--=-~-
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Scale - Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Very Poor 
Service: 
In the guest quest i onna ires many favorable comments 
were made about service. Among them were: " Nothing 
could improve your service ", and 11 The courteous ser-
vice ls one of your greatest a ssets "· 
Systematic Direct Observations 
compliments 
prompt - 6 
Guest Questionnai res 
compliments 
excellent - 24 
good 
total 
complaints 
average - 3 
slow - 1 
Ratio 6 3 : 1 
FAIR 
complaints 
0 
Ratio : 28 : 0 
EXCELLENT 
Combining the results of guest questionnaires and sys-
tematic direct observations, we rate service GOOD. 
Courtesy: 
In the guest questionnaires, one guest s pecifically 
rema rked that " Bellhops are very well mannered and 
courteous ". 
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Courtesy ( continued ): 
Systematic Direct Observations 
compliments 
( behavior ) 
very courteous - 0 
courteous 
total 
( tipping ) 
grateful - 3 
indifferent-2 
total - 5 
-!Q 
- 10 
Courtesy rates EXCE LLENT. 
Cleanliness: 
£_Qmplaints 
discourteous - 0 
Ratio : 10 : 0 
EXCELLENT 
demanding - 0 
Ratio : 5 0 
EXCELLENT 
OUr personal descriptions reveal that the hotel, · 
genera lly, is clean and well kept. 
Systematic Di rect Observa tions 
compliments 
neat - 9 
Cleanliness rates EXC~LLENT. 
-=- :;:::....====..=...=-
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not neat - 1 
Ratio : 9 : 1 
EXCELLENT 
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Cooperation: 
Systematic Direct Observations 
~plim~nts 
cooperatlve - 5 
complaints 
indifferent - 0 
uncooperative - 0 
Ratio : 5 : 0 
EXCELLEN·r 
Five employees worked alone and could not be observed 
for cooperation. 
Those observ~d rate EXCELLENT. 
Home Touch: 
OUr personal descriptions showed that bellhops, on 
various occasions, were chatting informally with seated 
guests in the lobby. The genera l manager stopped in 
the lobby to cha t with two guests, calling them by name. 
The wa itress in the dining room wa s chatting wi th seated 
guests who were apparently old . customers. 
Systematic Direct Observa tions 
complim~ 
( form of address) 
Mr., Mrs., Miss ( surname ) 
3 
complaints 
sir or madam - g no special way - 5 
total 5 Ratio : 5 : 5 
POOR 
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( attitude toward guests ) 
respectful - 5 
familiar 
total 
- g 
7 
indifferent - 3 
overly familiar - 0 
Ratio ; 7 : 3 : 0 
GOOD 
In view of the above, the Avery r a tes FAIR for Home Touch. 
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THOROUGHNESS 
Courtesy - Excellent • 
• 
Cleanliness - Excellent • 
• Cooperation - Excellent • EXCELLENT - GOOD 
• 
Service - Good • 
• 
Home Touch - Fair • 
\'ie feel that the two factors in " Home Touch ", 
the only ones observable, are not weighty enough to 
rata the Avery only FAIR in th i s area. The individual 
services and homelike attentions, auch a s the home town 
daily paper, and the 11 never say no n policy, which we 
could .not observe, are of equa l significance. 
en the whole we r a te the Avery EX.CELLENT - GOOD. 
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THEN IT SATISFIES • • • 
,Satisfies - plea ses and retains the patronage of. 
Because of our aforementioned doubts as to the va-
11dity of the questionnaire ., we can not make positive 
conclusions about guest satisfaction. However, accepting 
the questionna ire a s i t is, we are forced to assume that 
there is complete guest satisfaction. 
In answer to the question, 11 Did you enjoy your 
stay ? ", 26 of the 28 guests replied yea, 2 did not an-
ewer, none replied no. 
' 
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In reply to 11 Was the service fair, good, or excellent "'· 
4 rated it good, 24 rated it excellent, and none rated it 
fair. 
In answer to " What do you suggest that would make 
your stay here more comfortable '2 ", 3 offered minor 
suggestions for improvement, 1 vo i ced a compla int about 
the bed springs, and 24 offered compliments to the hotel. 
Among the compliments are 11 Noth1ng could improve your 
service, " 11 Impossible to improve", and "All has been 
done to make i t a most pleasant stay u. 
In answer to the question, " Would you care to have 
us send your friends a folder and other hotel literature 
for their convenience ? ", 17 guests gave names and ad-
dresses. 
I/ Thus the results show tha t the Avery guests are very 
~r~ J!IUC h_ ~atlsfied_witt: the_ho~_el ~--- --=---=- =-=--=-- I 
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THE SPECIFIC CLI ENTELE ••• 
Our own guest questionnaire, if used, would have 
indicated the type of guest a long with guest sa tisfaction. 
The Avery questionnaire did show guest satisfaction, but 
did not indicate whether or not the guests were the 
" s pecific clientele "• 
From our observations, ( snatches or conversations 
heard in the Avery lobby, dining room, and bar ), we noted 
that the type of guest most prevalent are entertainers, 
the " specific clientele "• 
--==-=--
PARKER HOUSE 
BASIC PERSONALITY 
The Parker House has never closed its doors s ince 
opened by Harvey D. Parker on Apri l 24, 1856. 
" Perhaps the Hotel's mellowness stems from the fac t 
that even during construction, ( 1927 ), the Parker House 
continued to cater hospitably to travellers in a small 
di II wing of the old hotel left stan ng ••• • ·tD 
In the words of President Sherrard, 
" The Parker House is not the largest nor the newest 
nor yet the most luxurious hotel in Boston; although it is 
large enough, n ew enough, and luxurious enough, there are 
plenty of other good hotels in the city where a traveller 
can stay and find everything to his liking. What, then, 
distinguishes the Parker House. 
The answer is character. Character that stems from 
the hotel's 80 year tradition of New England Hospitality. 
Character that comes from having the same family names 
appear on the Parker House register for three generations. 
Character that flowers with the knowledge of a task well 
done, with the sound of praise for Parker House food, 
atmosphere and service echoing from the four corners of 
the world. Character based on pride, on the unchallenged 
distinction of being Boston's most famous hotel. 
Yes, character, the same character which is in the 
fiber of New England itself, is what sets the Parker House 
apart from, and above other Boston hotels. What need has 
the Parker House for such an empty word as best, when it 
can make the much more significant boast that it is the 
only hotel in Boston with the undisputed right to call it-
self ' A New England Institution '. 11 
The Parker House register has among its famous names, 
those of Charles Dickens, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Henry Thoreau. 
11 So be it. And lest all this talk of intangibles 
obscure some salient facts, prospective patrons are as-
sured that the Parker House today is new and handsome in 
structure, modernly equipped, comfortably furnished, 
centrally located. "(20 
1. 11 The Story of the Parker House", Vol. II, Booklet 
2. Ibid 
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11 It is up to date and modern, yet modest and home-
like in keeping witb the tradition of tbe old Parker Houseci) jl 
11 Tbe Parker House is also a commercial hotel kept ,I 
modern to attract the younger people, and is situated in 
tbe heart of tbe insurance, banking, and shopping districts. , 
3 • Ibid 
4. Ibid 
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HYPOTHESIS A. 
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE, THEN IT DESIGNS 
ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE. 
IF A FOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE .•• 
Prefers - chooses to have as its prevalent type 
Specific Clientele - the type of guest who is appre-
ciative of the hotel's basic personality 
and fits in with it 
11 
•• The character that stems from the hotel's 80 
year tradition of New England Hospitality •• the character 
that comes from having the same family names appear on 
the Parker House register for three generations, "@ 
•• the dining rooms patronized by New England aristocrats, 
" the Proper Bostonians", a hotel that regards itself as 
a" New England Institution", a hotel that is a commercial 
hotel attracting the younger business people, a hotel that 
is situated in the heart of the insurance, banking and 
shopping districts, a hotel which stresses in its adver-
tieing: Boston as a football town, sightseeing in historic 
Boston, and the pleasures of family living at the Parker 
lj House, speaks for itself in showing that the Parker House 
I 
~ wishes to attract a broad public. 
II 
I 
5. Ibid 
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THEN IT DESIGNS IT GUEST RELATIONS PROGRfu~ 
Designs its Guest Relat ions Pr ogram - plans wri t t en 
and verbal policie s for management, staff, 
and guests; r egul ar services and special 
features for guests; rates; f acilities; and 
advertising 
GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
Written and Verbal Policies for Management, Staff, and 
Guests 
'I 
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Tbe following is taken from the 11 Manual for Employees 11 ' 
printed ~or tbe Parker House employees, with an intro-
duction by President Sherrard. 
" •• we are here to please our guests by rendering 
good service ••• service is a pr oduct that we sell. Em-
ployees must impress guests with efficient, helpful service, 
a pleasant smile, a cheerful disposition, eagerness to 
serve, and courtesy ••• 'the gue st is always right '• To 
do this, we must work together in a friendly way. Teamwor k 
among fellow workers, from the lo·'lest to the highest, is 
one of the secrets of achievement ••• I feel that we have 
an organ ization of which we may all be proud. Each de-
par tment bead is careful in the selection of his staff 
to maintain a high standard. A lazy inefficient worker 
would stand out like a sore thumb ••• A good slogan f or 
al l of us to keep constantly in our minds is ' let's 
i mpr ove '• •• we should all be ever on the alert to have 
every gues t leave our hotels with a feeling of satisfac -
tion, and a desire to return soon. We want to be positive 
in the knowledge that if someone asks him whe r e to stop 
in Boston, he will without a moment ' s hesitation, re-
commend one of our hotels. 
In addressing a guest, always use sir or madam as 
the case may be. However, use these titles wberi and if 
you do not know the guests' names. Whenever possible, 
use ' Mr. A., etc., but never addr ess a woman travelling 
alone by name before any other guests. ( Room clerks 
often r emember guests' names as long as three months after 
t heir visit. ) •• If you do not know the correct answer to 
II 
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a guest's question, reply, 'I am not sure, I shall be 
glad to find out, (sir or madame)'and promptly refer to 
the proper department bead or an assistant manager. Never 
disclose to a guest information concerning another pat-
ron ••. Report accidents or dllnesses of guests immediately •• 
Never argue with a guest, refer any misunderstandings 
to an assistant manager or a department head ••• If a 
reservation for a guest is misplaced or innaccurately 
booked, an alert room clerk will assign a desireable 
room to a guest without revealing .tbat there is no 
reservation. When a third party makes a reservation 
for a guest, the room clerk should mention the name of 
the person who made the reservation for the guest. When 
a room clerk must discuss a particular rate with an-
other clerk or an assistant manager, be should do so 
out of bearing distance of the guest. Special rates 
should only be made when we have a reservation at a 
quoted rate and we do not have a room at that rate. 
Other special rates can only be made by the assistant 
manager on duty. When a guest requests a rate lower 
than our minimum, firmly but politely explain that the 
minimum rate is such, and that while you are anxious 
to take care of him, you cannot go below the minimum • 
••• Employees must always serve a guest quickly and 
quietly ••• Be ready to relieve guests of baggage promptly •• 
Never overlook assisting a guest with his coat, lighting 
a cigarette, handing an ashtray, or assisting elderly 
guests at elevators or doorways. 
Never make an obvious attempt to get a tip from 
a guest. Always offer assistance, but if a guest re-
fuses your help, do not bother him further ••• When y ou 
bear a complaint or critical remark from a guest, re-
port this to the proper department head or to an 
assistant manager ••• 
The room clerk should make the first impression 
a cordial, courteous, and sincere one. The front off ic e 
is the sales department to all persons entering the 
hotel. General regulations regarding cleanliness, 
neatness, courtesy, and cooperation ap ply to room clerks 
as well as otber employees. Visiting with the guests 
at the desk should be avoided. A talkative guest 
should be handled with tact and diplomacy, but with as 
few words as possible.A room clerk should never make 
a promise to a guest unless he is certain he can fulfill 
it. It is the room clerk's job to sell as many high 
pr iced rooms as possible. However, whatever type of room 
is desired should be assigned pleasantly. When reser-
vations are made, the Guest History should be checked 
for rooms and rates the guest has had in the past. 
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Doormen should be watchful of patrons' hands and feet 
when closing car doors. ..Guard baggage at all times, and 
inspect cars to be sure that all baggage and personal · items 
have been removed. Have umbrellas ready on rainy days. " 
" Alert merchandising, up to the minute promotion 
method a, smart mod ern facilities ., and the production of 
new revenue from former unproductive space are basic fac-
tors in its operation. Backed of course by Glenwood J. 
Sherrard's three basic rules of success: good food, a clean 
house and service. Contributing to operating success are 
such features as : a double revenue producing ballroom, 
dual purpose rooms, a Brunch Bar for the hurried breakfast 
or luncheon guest, constant checks on the popularities of 
foods, careful menu contr·ol that assures variety,~" ( '' •• 
the management intends to g ive its patrons the same cour-
teous welcome, and to serve the s ame New England food tha t 
in the past helped make the old Parl{er House f amous. "OJ) 
•• 
11 Attention to small details, thorough inspection of every 
guest room at least once a day ••• 
The executive staff makes frequent visits throughout 
the house conducting intermittent spot checks. Assistant 
managers are required to inspect a certain number of rooms 
every week so that the whole property is inspected every 
ninety days for housekeeping and maintenance •••• 
An interior decorator is employed full time on the 
payroll to take care of balancing out color schemes for 
every room. "® 
" Today on the 84th anniversary · of Boston's famed 
Parker House, managing director Glenwood J. Sherrard renews 
the pled ge as he did seven years ago when he assumed re-
sponsibility for the Parker House and its traditions. As 
time marches on, it may well be that bigger and bigger 
build i ngs wi ll be needed to accomodate Parker House patrons; 
I if the fates remain as kind and patrons a s loyal as they 
have been for three generations, P~rker House doors will 
II never close, no matter how many re-incarnations the future 
i holds for Boston' a moat famous hotel. ·~ 
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" Any regular guest who has not signed the register of 
Boston's Parker House for a certain length of time is missed 
to the point where he is sent a personal letter from the 
mana.g1ng director asking if any breach of the hotel' a ser-
vice is res ponsible for his absence. Also invited are 
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I' 6. 11 Boston's Famous Parker House ", The Hotel Monthly, 
7. 11 The Story of the Parker House ", Vol II, Booklet 
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criticisms, complaints, and comments; to encourage re-
sponse and minimize effort, there is space at the bottom 
of the letterhead with the suggestion that ' a pencil 
notation is sufficient '. " (@) 
Regular Services and Special Features for Guests 
Food: 
A famous Southern recipe for corn muffins was brought 
by Yankee veteran Taylor, after the Civil War. The Par-
ker House has also become famous for such novel dishes 
as pumpkin cookies, rhubarb ice cream, blueberry ice cream, 
broiled honeycomb tripe, fried codfish tongues, Boston 
baked beans a la Parker House, and Parker House punch. 
" The famous colored wait ers of the Parker House dining 
rooms are distinguished by their professional ·skill and 
also by their knack of pleasing people and creating loy-
alty to the hotel. 11 @ 
The dining rooms cater to tradltion loving New Englanders. 
Parker House recipes and rolla are sent to guests on 
request; the Parker House roll has become world famous. 
Parker House coffee is packaged for patrons to enjoy at 
home. 
In an article commemorating the completion of the 
new building, in the Boston Herald, May, 1927, the fol-
lowlng appeared: 
" The management intends to give lts patrons the same 
courteous welcome, and to serve the sa.me New England food 
that in part helped make the old Parker House famous. " 
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New England Institution: 
Parker House menus have scenes of historic Boston 
landmarks on the covers, and are given to guests in sets 
of four, on request. 11 Browsing Through Boston " booklets If 
are a complete guide to historic Boston, and are compli- II 
mentary, as are road maps. The famous register has names 
of many historical figures. 
Comforts: 
The Parker House ha .. s: air conditioned, modernly equip-
ped dining rooms, room service available from 6:45a.m. 
to 1:00 a.m., air line tickets, railway and bus-line 
reservations in the lobby, safe deposit boxes, theatre 
tickets, Western Uni on, inter-hotel teletype, sightseeing 
guidance ( head porter, information desk, booklets, road 
mapa ) , notarY public, public stenogra.pher, package room, 
and house physician on duty at all times. Other comforts 
include: circulating lee water, cleansing tissues in 
guests' rooms, clothes brush, electric razor outlet and 
extra strength shaving light i n every room, music in the 
dining room, television on request, shoe cloths and sta-
tionery in every room, sound proofing, mailing of articles 
forgotten by guests, and radio and public address systems 
in the public rooms. 
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Rates 
The Parker House ha s 600 rooms wi th rates from ;~ 6.00 
up. 
Facilities 
Lobby: 
u Lobby f acilities were modernized in 1944-45 by 
bleaching the quartered oak panellln~ and reupholstering 
seating facilities in light colors. @ 
The lobby is spacious, pleasant, and warm in decor, but 
tends to a ppear dowdy. 
Lobby Cocktail Lounge: ( t floor above lobby ) 
.. New beverage room revenue wa s produced by making 
a modern cocktail lounge out of a lounge-library that only 
drew hangers-on from the street. "@ 
It i s a dimly lighted, charming roam, with an atmosphere 
of quiet di gnity. Spacious and trad i tional, it has pine 
panelling and oriental rugs, and t s open from 11 a.m. to 
1 a.m. 
Private Dining Rooms: 
Private dining rooms are all air conditioned and 
modernly equipped. The first floor is a lmost entirely 
given over to private dining rooms, accomodating from 4 
to 50 people. For l a r ger banquets, the Hawthorne room 
which seats 200 people, i s available. 
12. " Boston's Famous Parker House n, Hotel Monthly, July,50 
13. Ibid 
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The roof ballroom seats from 400 to 500 people at a 
banquet, and is reached by a stairway from the 14th floor. 
It provides a good view of the city, and ha s: mot i on 
picture and stereoptical facilities, g_ood lighting and 
ventilat i on, concealed radiation, modern dance floor, 
carefully balanced acoustics, dimming control for lighting 
effects, and a public address system. 
'' Income is produced from idle ballroom hours by 
leasing the space for club purposes from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. l 
daily. Terms of the lease permit the ba llroom and adjoining 
cockte.il -lounge still to be used for special functions 
in the evening. Daytime use of the ballroom was arranged j 
with the • Down-Town Club ', a busine·ssmen' a luncheon 
1 organization to which only members a.nd in vi ted guests are 
allowed. The cocktail lounge provides a good view of the 
city and a charming atmosphere, and 'becomes a public 
lounge after 4:30 p .m ... @ 
Men's Bar: 
The men's bar is at the School street entrance, and 
is open from 9 a.m.; it is closed on Sunday. 
Revere Room: 
This colonial setting treated in modern style has 
authentic early New Engl and murals adorning the walls. 
It is at the Tremont street entrance, off the lobby, and 
seats 200 .. people on the ground floor, 100 on the balcony. 
I t i s open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.; the balcony is open 
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and 5:30p.m. to 8 p.m. 
14. Ibid 
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The Revere Room has popular prices for club breakfasts, 
luncheon, afternoon tea, and dinner . It is closed on 
Sundays and some holidays. 
Brunch Bar: 
The air conditioned brunch bar, below the Revere 
room, seats 50 people at 3 counters, for quickly served 
breakfast and lunch. It is closed Saturdays, evenings, 
and some holidays. 
Main Dining Room: 
The main dining room , on the lobby floor, is open 
from 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. ( midnight on Sundays ), and 
seats 200 people. It is a dignified genial room with 
soft music , crystal chandeliers, and oak panelling; the 
colored waiters are extremely skilled and courteous. 
Grille: 
The Grille is on the floor below the lobby, seats 
175, is open from 11:30 a.m. to 12 a .m., and is not open 
Sundays or holidays. It is an old English type of room 
with natural pine panelling. 
Advertising 
" Advertising to the public plays an important part 
in the operation of the hotel. In order to continually 
bring new business to our hotel, sleeping rooms, dining 
rooms, function rooms, and other departments •• each year 
thousands of dollars are spent in national and local 
advertising , in newspapers, outdoor boards, magazines, 
direct mail and radio. 
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It is a distinct advantage to you as an important 
part of this organization, to be acquainted with these 
advertisements. You should know what we say in them 
about our hotels so you may be better able to not only 
justify any claims we make to our public, but also to 
discuss them v;ith a guest should he or she ask about them. 
The management arranges occasionally to distribute 
copies of our principal advertisements to all departments. 
Read the statements we make to our prospective guests 
and what they are told to expect in service at our hotels. 
Your cooperation in helping us to carry out our pledges 
to the public will be an important factor in making our 
advertising 100% effective. 11 (jJ) 
" Aggress~ve advertising and promotion are a prime 
factor in the Parker House's operati on, despite its 
famous name . Magazines are used on a national basis, and 
an outdoor billboard program is used ln New England. 
Special historic folders and envelope - stuffers supplement 
these efforts. An informal ne-vrs column has heen run 
once a month in the national ne"rs magazine, :t Time 1 , 
since 1933. It is a discussion type article, dealing 
with human interest facts about the hotel, its personality, 
service, and food. 
Most effective promotion piece ever developed is 
the colorful folder, 1 Boston as a Browsing Town ', 
containing a map of historic points of interest and 
descriptive text. The map shows the location of Mr. 
Sherrard's hotel, ways to get there, and locations of 
railroad stations. Descriptions of the hotel are included 
on the back of the folder. 
40,000 of the folde r s are used by the hotel each 
year without any special distribution effort. Schools 
and inst itutions write for them so students can use them 
for street guides. 
A good selling job is done with small circulars de-
scribing events to come. They are used as correspondent 
stuffers with reservation confirmation letters and 
statements, and are designed to sell weekend business, 
food business, function rooms, etc •• They give the . 
hotel a chance to focus attention on various things such 
as the opening of a new beauty shop, etc. • Changed 
each month, they inform guests and prospective guests on 
news at the Parker House . 
Internal food promotion consists of a series of 
seven different elevator signs changed as much as five 
times daily. 11 QY 
15. Manual for Employees 
16. " Boston's Famous Parker House " 
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11 TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE ..• 
Suit - meet the needs and desires of 
A hotel with an 80 year tradition of New England ho-
spitality, a hotel that bas bad the same family names appear 
on its register for 3 generations, a hotel with 11 mellow, 
old fashioned charm 11 , a hotel that has had as its guests 
Charles Dickens , Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Henry Vvadswortb 
Longfellow, a hotel that regards itself as a New England 
Institution, is a hotel suited to the " Proper Bostonians '', 
the New England aristocrats. 
A hotel that is a commercial hotel situated in the 
heart of the insurance, banking, and shopping districts ; 
a hotel that boasts dual purpose rooms, a floor given over 
to private dining rooms, and a ballroom rented part of every 
day for the sole use of an exclusive businessmen 1 s club; a 
hotel of modern convenience; a hotel that is used for many 
conventions and trade shows, is certainly a hotel which is 
suited to all businessmen. 
' on request, football and baseball schedules, and availability 
of bus-line, airline , and railroad tickets in its lobby, is 
suited to families, sports fans, in short, a 11 broad public " 
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HYPOTHESIS B. 
IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
THOROUGHLY, THEN IT SATISFIES ITS SPECIFIC CLIENTELE. 
IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM 
THOROUGHLY ••• 
Car ries Through - puts into effect its intentions 
Thoroughly - consistently, considerately, promptly, 
eagerly, conscientiously, and graciously 
Thoroughness bas been determined by systematic direct 
observations, participant observations, guest question-
naires, and personal descriptions. 
Systematic direct observations, made in the lobby 
and public rooms, were guided by a check list based on 
tbe Parker House guest relations program. Some employees, 
during the course of observation, fitted into more than 
one category, in that they acted in one manner with one 
guest, and in a different manner with the following guest. 
Similarly, not all employees fitted into all categories 
in tbat several work alone, several receive no tips, etc •• 
The layout of the Parker House lobby is very conducive to 
observing, as the lobby is spacious, there are many em-
ployeee, and they are stationed throughout the lobby. 
Participant observations were made in the lobby, the 
main dining room, and the Revere Room, where we enacted 
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requ~sts. ~=== or observed test situatione, •• complaints, special 
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These observations were subject to bias resulting from our 
moods, personality differences , and tbe interaction of our 
personalities with those of the employees. 
We were not abl~ to use our original guest question-
naire; however, we devised a second questionnaire, to de-
termine guest satisfaction. From a random list of 150 
gue~ts we excluded every third name, and sent questionnaires 
to 100 guests. Along with each questionnaire, we included 
a letter of explanation, and a self-addressed stamped 
envelope. Within ten days, 66 of these questionnaires 
were returned to us. We feel tbat as the sample was large, 
random, and as the questionnaires measured what they were 
designed to measure, ( guest satisfaction ), and measured 
it consistently, that they are reliable and valid. This 
is the only hotel of our study in which all our measure-
menta are systematic and true. 
Personal descriptions are a 11 catch-all " of unclas-
sifiable observations, and are subject to the same biases 
as are participant observations . 
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SYSTEiv1ATIC DIRECT OBSERVATIONS of 20 employees 
Forms _of _Address 
sir or madam 
Mr ., Mrs. , Miss, ( surname ) 
9 
3 
9 no special way 
Attitude Toward Guests 
respectful 
indifferent 
familiar 
overly-familiar 
Employees Among Selves 
cooperative 
indifferent 
uncooperative 
Service 
prompt 
average 
slow 
Tipping 
demanding 
grateful 
indifferent 
8 
11 
1 
0 
16 
0 
4 
15 
5 
0 
2 
6 
3 
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very courteous 
courteous 
discourteous 
Chewing 
ArguiTIE_Among Selves 
Casual Conversation 
Neatness 
6 
11 
4 
0 
4 
10 
15 neat 
5 not neat 
II _ _ 
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS 
In the Revere Room at lunch hour, one of us counted 
the money in her wallet before ordering. The waitress 
standing nearby noticed this, snickered, and mumbled to 
the hostess. The hostess, in turn , glanced at us and 
smiled knowingly. We considered this rude and discourteous. 
Late one afternoon, in the Revere Room, we could not 
decide whether to order tangerine ice cream or cider ice, 
both novelty desserts. The waitress was pleasant, and 
told us " The cider ice must be good because one man or-
dered three servings at lunch. " 
We decided to leave this waitress no tip, and observe 
her reaction. As we paid the cashier on the way out, we 
noticed our waitress clearing the table. She seemed 
indifferent to the fact that we bad not left her a tip. 
In the lobby, one of us asked the bellhop where a 
mailbox was. He very pleasantly said that be would be 
glad to mail the letter, and be did. 
In the main dining room, we were served a plate of 
assorted rolls which we bad not ordered. We each ate one, 
and were charged .25 for them. As the service was so 
expert, and the food so good, we did not voice any com-
plaint. 
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PERSONAL DESCRIPTIONS 
Porters and bellhops are extremely informal; they 
are almost always clustered and chatting with each other, 
and occasionally become very loud. 1rle noted one instance 
when they used very profane language, and several others 
when they were careless, almost disrespectfully so, stan-
.ding i•r itb their backs to gues ts and gossiping. One porter 
was beard to remark jokingly, 11 No room for tbe guests 
anymore, that's for sure. " Por ter's uniforms resemble 
army fati gue suits, and never look neat . 
Elevator operators, although nicely uniformed , do 
not give the impression of neatness. They are obv iously 
bored, and when not busy, stand at their stations, talking 
across to one another. We noticed one instance when they 
bad gathered at an elevator and were argu ing . 
The room cle rks and front office staff, however , are 
very frie ndly and very courte ous. 
The lobby is clean, but the di sorderliness of the 
porter s and bellhops tend to give it a jumbled and rather 
loud appearance. 
Tbe dining room food is excellent. Prices during 
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lunch are moderate , although dinner prices, because of 1 
a l a carte menus, tend to be high . The dining room host \ 
spreads napk ins on gue sts' laps, and assists them with 
coats; wai ters l igh t guests' cigare ttes, constantly refill 
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water ~lasses, and bring clean ashtrays. 
Service in the lobby cocktail lounge is excellent, and 
the employees are very plea sant . 
The Grille Room is similar to the main dining room in 
servi ce, food, prices, and atmosphere; however , it is less 
formal in decor . It is neither a coffee shop, nor a form a l 
dining room; in its purpose it is similar to the Tovlne Room 
of the Sheraton Plaza. 
The Revere Room ha s popular prices for club breakf a sts, 
luncheon , afternoon tea, a nd dinner. Prices are more 
reasonable than those of the dining room, but serv ice is 
non distinctive . 
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66 - GUEST QUESTIONNAIRES - COMPLIMENTS 
convenience 
service 
food 
friendly personnel and atmosphere 
reput a tion 
general quality of hotel 
courte sy 
cleanliness 
comfort 
room decor 
reas onable pr ices 
individualized attention 
quiet 
f r iendl y management 
v isitor by habit 
cooperative staff 
availability of ro oms 
tradition 
dignified 
modern 
attractive type of clientele 
dining room restful 
brunch bar quick service 
61 
25 
23 
20 
18 
17 
10 
8 
7 
7 
7 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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66 GUEST QUESTION!'-TAIRES - C0~1PLAINTS 
food in dining room expensive 
food is fair 
Decor 
gloomy lobby 
old and dowdy 
not modern 
run dovrn as to appointments 
needs redecorating 
rooms too dark 
rooms fair - old fashioned toilet 
and bath facilities 
Noise 
noisy elevators 
noisy housekeepers in early morning 
noisy generally 
Miscellaneous 
service average 
not homelike 
strictly a commercial hotel 
hotel is fair 
rates too high 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Scale - Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Very Poor 
Convenience: 
One of tbe principal advantages of tbe Parker House 
is its central location, ; and indeed, 61 of tbe 66 guests 
commented on tbe convenience of tbis location; many of 
tbese cbose tbe Parker House primarily because of tbis. 
General Quality: 
Guest Questionnaires 
compliments 
reputation - 19 
general quality - 17 
reasonable prices -_I 
total 43 
complaints 
reputation - 1 
general quality - 1 
rates too bigb - 4 
total 6 
Ratio 7 . 1 . 
GOOD 
In view of tbis 7 1 ratio, we rate general quality GOOD. 
Food: 
One of Mr. Sherrard's tbree basic rules for success 
is '' good food 11 • 
Our personal descriptions reveal tbat food is ex-
cellent in tbe main dining room, and tbe famous waiters 
are indeed bigbly skilled and very courteous . In tbe 
Revere Room vle found service non distinctive . 
In our p~rticipant observations, we mentioned tbe 
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incident where we were charged for rolls we did not order. 
The food was so exce l lent and t he service so courteous, 
that we voiced no complaint. 
In the guest questionna i res, 23 of the 66 guests 
complimented the hote.L on i ts fine .food; 2 vo i ced criti-
cisms. One guest said the prices in the dining room were 
high at dinner time, another said the food was fair. 
With a ratio of 23 : 2 : 0, and with our personal 
observat i ons so favorable, we rate food EKC:L!;LLENT. 
Traditional but Up to Da te: 
OUr personal descriptions note that the lobby is 
spacious and comfortable, but tends to appe ar dowdy. 
The disorderliness of porters and bellhops tends to give 
the .Lobby a jumbled and r a ther loud appea r ance. All the 
other publ i c rooms however, i n decor and atmosphere, are 
charmi n g and di gn i f i ed. 
Guest Questionnaires 
complaint f! £.Qmpl 1ment~ 
comforts - 7 
quality of rooms - 7 
dignified - 1 
run down appointments 1 II 
needs redecorating - 2 I 
modern - L__ 
total - 17 
-_.==;;,...- =-
gloomy lobby - 1 
old and dowdy - 1 
too dark ( rooms ) - 2 
old fashioned - 2 
inadequate rooms - ! 
total 
- 10 
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Rat i o 17 : 10 
FAIR 
Wi th a r atio of 17 : 10, and in view of our personal ob-
servations, we rate decor FAIR. 
Service: 
Jn our 
were prompt, 
were slow. 
systematic direct observations, 15 employees 
5 were average, and none of the 20 employees 
In personal descriptions and partic i pant observations, 
we noted several inc i dents of h1 gh qua lity service, and 
employees' eagerness to serve. 
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In our guest quest i onna ires, 26 complimented service, . ,j 
5 commented on i ndividual1zed attent i on; 1 guest said 
service was average, none said it wa s poor. 
Systemat i c Direct Observations 
Guest Quest i onna ires 
11 
" " 
- 15 prompt 
- 26 compliments 
service 
5 compliments 
on 
on in-
dividu.al service 
total 
46 
Systematic Direct Observat ona 5 average 0 poor 
Guest Questionnaires 1:. avera ge 0 poor 
total 6 0 
In view of this 46 6 0 ratio, we rate serv i ce 
EXCELLENT. 
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Cooperation: 
In our systematic direct observations, we found 
that 16 employees were coopere.ti ve, and 4 were uncoopera-
tiva. 
In the guest questionnaires, 3 guests specifically 
remarked on the cooperation of the employees among them-
salves. None found them uncooperative. 
In view of this 19 : 4 ratio, we rate cooperation 
GOOD. 
Cleanliness: 
~.ft-. Sherrard's third basic rule for success is " a 
clean house "· 
Systematic direct observations show that 15 employees 
were neat, 5 were not neat. 
Personal descriptions include comments on the clean 
but rather dowdy lobby, and on the fact that elevator 
operators are not personally neat. Porter's uniforms do 
not ma ke for a neat appearance. 
In the questionnaires, 8 guests complimented the 
hotel on cleanliness, none complained. 
neatness of employees - 15 neat 5 not neat 
cleanliness of hotel 8 compliments 0 complaints 
In view of this 23 : 5 ratio, we rate cleanliness GOOD. 
r 
Courtesy: 
In our persona l descript i ons, we noted tha t bellhops 
and porters were usually s t andin g around chatting rlith 
one another, and occ a siona lly became very loud. lie noted 
one instance of bellhops chatt i ng with their backs to 
seated guests, and us i n g very profane language. On the 
other hand, the extreme courtesy of the em ployees at the 
front desk, 1n the dining room, grille room, and lobby 
cocktail lounge, outweigh this. 
In our part i cipant observations, we noted two in-
cidents of courtesy, one in the lobby concern i n g the 
bellhop who mailed our letters, the other in the Revere 
Room, concern i n g the waitress who su ggested the dessert. 
\'le note1 a lso an incident of discourtesy in the Revere 
Room concerning the waitress who saw one of us counting 
her money. 
Systematic Dtrect Observations 
compliments 
( form of addres~) 
sir or madam - 9 
Mr., l~s., M1ss_2_ 
total 12 
(attitude toward guest) 
respectful - 8 
indifferent - 11 
no special way - 9 
Ratio 12 : 9 
FAIR 
,, 
( att i tude - continued 
f ami liar - 1 
overly f ami l iar - 0 
( t ipping ) 
gr ateful - 6 
ind i fferent 
-2 
total 9 
( behavior ) 
very courteous - 6 
courteous 
-11 
total 17 
) 
Ratio 8 11 
FAIR 
demanding - 2 
Ratio : 9 : 2 
GOOD 
discourteous - 4 
Ratio : 17 : 4 
GOOD 
1 
In the questionnaires, one guest s pec i fically men-
tloned tha t employees addressed him by na me a.fter many 
months absence. 10 guests complimented the hotel on 
courtesy, none compla ined. Ratio : 10 : 0. EXCELLENT. 
Syetemat t c Di rect Observat 1. ons - GOOD - FAIR 
Guest Questionna ires - EXCEU..ENT 
In view of thi s we rate courtesy GOOD. 
Friendliness: 
Guest quest i onna i res revea l that 20 guests. compli-
mented the hotel on fr i endly personnel and a t mosphere; 
4 commented on the friendly management, and only 1 com-
pla ined that the hotel wa s not homelike. 
With a rat i o of 24 : 1, we rate fr i endliness EXCELLENT. 
I. 
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Room Clerk: 
11 In personal descript i ons we noted the fr i endliness 
j and courtesy of the room clerks. 
In the guest questionnaires, 4 guests s pecifically 
commented on the courtesy of the room clarks, and the 
availabi lity of accomodations. One compla ined that the 
room clerk tried to sell him a high priced room against 
h i s wishes. 
I! With a 4 : 1 ratio, and in view o.f our personal 
r descriptions, we rate room clerks GOOD. 
II 
11 Quiet: 
In the guest questionna ires, 3 guests complained 
about no i se; 4 remarked tha t t he hotel was quiet. 
Thus, with a 4 : 3 ratio, we r a te quiet POOR. 
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THOROUGHNESS 
Food •••••• Excellent • 
• 
Service ••• Excellent • 
• 
Friendliness •• Excellent • 
• 
Genera l Quality •• Good • 
• 
Cooperation Among Employees •• Good • GOOD 
• 
Cleanliness of Hotel •••••••• Good • 
• 
Courtesy ••• Good • 
• Att1tude of Room Clerk •• Good • 
• 
Decor ••• Fair • 
• Quiet ••• Poor 
or the 10 factor a cons i dered in determining tho-
roughness, 3 are rated excellent ~· food, service, and 
fr i endliness; 5 are rated good •• general quality, co-
operation, cleanl J..ness, ·courtesy, and attitude of room 
clerk; 1 is r a ted fa i r •• decor; and 1 is rated poor •• 
qu 1. et. 
In this list of the hotel's strong selling poin~s, 
we find 2 important factors be t ng ne glected , •• decor and 
quiet. This is not in keeping with the hotel's stated 
policies or being " trad i t i ona l yet up to date ", and 
dignified. 
These two fl aws are significant in determi n i ng whether 
or not a gue s t will return to the Parker House, as we shall 
point out. Consider ing the program as a whole we rate It 
GOOD. 
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THEN IT SATISFIES ••• 
Satisfies - pleases and retains patronage of 
This is the only hotel which we can make positive 
conclusions about in regard to guest satisfact i on. We 
were able to measure systematically the satisfaction of 
guests by means of questionnaire.s.. In answer to the 
que stl.on, 11 How frequently have you stayed at the Parker 
House ? II . , 51 guests had stayed there 4 times or more, 
4 had stayed there 3 time~, 7 had stayed there 4 times 
or more, 4 had stayed there 3 times, 7 had stayed 2 times, 
and 4 had stayed 1 time. In reply to the question, " When 
II 
II 
~ 
you visit Boston again, will you stay at the Parker House? "r,l 
60 guests answered yes, 6 answered no~ Of the 6 guests 
II who wi ll not return, 2 complained of noise, 2 of decor, 
1 of high rates, and 1 made no complaints. 
Thus the lack of thoroughness ia quiet and decor do 
carry some we weight in determining guest satisfaction. 
However, the ratio of 60 : 6, the number who will return, 
rates the Parker House EXCELLENT in maintaining guest 
satisfaction.· 
TH~ SPEC I FIC CLIENTELE 
OUr quest l onna ires were not designed to determine 
type of guest. However, 42 of the guests speciflcally 
mentioned that they were in Boston for bus i ness, and 
stayed at the Parker House because of i ts convenient 
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location to business areas, or because trade shows were 
being held at the hotel. Many of the other guests implied 
that they came to Boston for business purposes. One 
guest said, " I ta stri ctly a commercial hotel "• 
It is apparent, then, that the Parker House is 
primarily a businessman's hotel; however, in the cocktail 
lounge and dining rooms, we did note many of the guests 
who were the other spe.cific cl ienteles .••• " Proper Bo-
atonians ", and f amilies with children. 
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THE Rrrz C ... I\ RLTCN 
BAS I C P~RSONA L IT Y 
The Ritz Carlton i. s part of the Ritz Carlton 
Opera t ing Comp~ny of New York . The Com pany i s owned 
by bond issues of the \1yner Esta te, of v1hi ci1 Ed ~.-;a rd 
Newton i'lyner of Boston is no1r1 president. 'rhe Ritz 
Carlton i n Bost ·::m, opened on May 17, 1927, is t he 
only United States member of t he Compan y . It is 
a f~ili ated with Ritz hotels in London and Paris, and 
ha s a. mutus.l co:urteey and exc he.nge of patronage, 'til t h 
t he sa me poli ci e s 3nd standa r ds. 
The pol i cy, bas ed on t he trad i ti on founded by 
a former Sw1as herdsrnCL.'l, Cesa r Ritz, whose f ame has 
been per petuated in the hotel field, is under con tract, 
and i s t he s ame policy a s wa s formulat ed in 1927. 
The fol l owing information, a good indic ation of 
t ne ba sic persona l i ty of the Ritz Ca rlton, is t aken 
from an artic.t.e ent i tled "Bost :m 's Elegant Ritz," 
by George Fra zier, Hol i j~, June , 1951. 
"Although t he Ritz Ca r l t on i n Bost ..:n is noted for 
ita r e sourcef wlne s s in prov id ing patrons wt th un-
common ple ~ sure s ••• it is likely to be r a the r dis-
dainful of pr actices wh1c h wer e designed by the hotel 
industry to promote business. Like al l ' ?ro per 
Bostoni an s ,' the Ritz is uncomfortable in the pre-
sence of strange rs. 
In s p i te of all i ts austerity , however, t he Ritz 
i s n ot venerable, exhorbitant, or es pec ia lly orna te. 
For one th lng , it is only t wenty-three years old, and 
unha llO\ved by the tradi ti ona which surround t he nearby 
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Co pley Pl a za or the Parker House. For another, the 
Ritz' rates are Likely to surprise anyone who knows 
the hotel only throu gh its exalted reputa ti 0n. Every-
thinE con _idered, the Ritz manages quit e handsomely 
to give t he impression of being loftily contemptuous 
of money for money's s ake. The Ritz is tasteful, 
not gaudy. I t is likely to seem almost ~rim to anyone 
acquainted w1 th recent decorating innovations i n the 
hot e l t'ielcl. This i s entirely de liberate. In its 
early days, the Ri tz had a number of su it~s de corated 
in such per iods a s It a l ian Renna isance, Chinese M1ng, 
and Ameri can Colonial. When Wyner di s covered that 
they were mor e e xciting to look at than comfortable 
to 1 ve in, however, he hRd t hem all redone in the 
more funct:t.onal Adam sty le. An ctaer evidence of 
thi s s eme practic ality is t h Bt the menus of the Ritz 
are pr i nted in Engli sh . 'Food,' a Ritz executive 
declared some sixteen y ears ago, - ' is more inviting , 
more attractive, when one knows wha t one is eating .' 
Entrenched Bost oni ans, wh o have never been much 
t a ken wi th the c1rcu1tness of fore ign phra se s, ap~rove 
such forthri s htne s s, and for th i s, a s wel l as other 
rea son s , lOOk upon t h e Ritz with considerable f avor. 
It is, in f act, a hotel whi ch t hey enc ourage their 
debutante da ughte r s to patronize. In a s much a s the 
Ritz bar occu ~ies a r omantic pl a ce in pre sen t day 
Boston not unl1lte the one held by the Pl a za Hote l 
i n the New York of the t wentie s , the daughters need 
no urg i n g . Up until last year, when it was clo sed 
to make way f or a larger and more exotic oa sis, the 
Ritz bar h e. d, i nd eed , the sa~e enchantment which 
used to provide F. Sc ott Fitzgera ld with such poetic 
intoxication. 
The Ritz receives more t han 2000 a p : l lca tl ons 
for res e rv ~ tions over t he Harverd Yale footbell 
weekend in Cambrid ge, but by now, almost al l of the 
272 a va. ilable rooms h Ave become faml l y possessi ens 
which a re usu a lly pe s sed d mm from father to s on. 
Even t he Ritz barber shop is run by a Harv3.rd m8n. 
The R tz, indeed, ha s such remarkable suc cess 
in keeping employees content tha t some of its key 
men ha ve been there long enou ~h t o qua l i fy a s 
1nstttut i one them s elves. ~he head porter ha s 
a chie ve j a national reputa t i on for hi s ability to 
dig up tickets for show s which are st anding room 
only. 
' 'fh i s,' Wyner likes to say, ' i s the l JJ st of the 
Rltzes. There is no call for another one. There simply 
are not enou r-:h peo ple who would appreci ate what 1 t 
was try i n g to do'." 
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HYPOTHES IS A • 
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE, THEN IT DESIGNS 
ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE. 
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE ••• 
Prefers - chooses to have as its prevalent type 
Specific Clientele - the type of guest who is ap-
preciative of the hotel's basic personality 
and fits in with it. 
" ••• It ( the Ritz Carlton) might well be baffled by 
a telegram reading ABABU POBAB. Wbat makes this something 
of a surprise is that most hotels would know these two 
words mean ' reserve single room for one person Sunday 
morning ', and are part of the elaborate code the American 
Hotel Association counsels people to employ in wiring for 
accomodations. The Ritz, however, is unabashedly smug 
about its ignorance. What is more, assuming it could break 
the code, it would aloofly inform the applicant that there 
was nothing available, even if it bad plenty of rooms. In 
the first place, the Ritz in Boston is likely to be rather 
disdainful of practices which were designed by the hotel 
industry to promote business. In the second, it is, like 
all ' Proper Bostonians ', uncomfortable in the presence 
of strangers. 
••• While the Ritz confers no identifying necktie or 
hatband upon its communicants it does maintain such clubby 
restrictions as a blacklist which includes the names of 
quite a few influential individuals. In view of this, it 
is not altogether surprising that the Ritz refuses, except 
in rare instances, to accept reservations over the phone, 
and screens written applications by weighing the quality 
of the stationery, the gracefulness of the epistolary style, 
and the merits of the sender's address. "e9 
As the general manager informed us, social registers, 
business letterheads, and files of guests dating back 
twelve years are used to screen applications. Noisy guests 
~~~are asked to leave, and are locked out of their rooms if 
\I 
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they do not. Tbe social background of a guest is more 
important to the Ritz than is his financial status. 
11 Proper Bostonians", leading national and international 
celebrities and businessmen, and families of well established 
social background are the preferred clientele, and indeed, 
the only clientele accepted. 
1. Frazier, George, " Boston's Elegant Ritz", Holiday, 
June, 1951. 
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I' H G:N I T D:ZSIGNS ITS GTJ;:<;ST R"SL.::1 T I JN::; Pi-t OGr<.A :.f •• 
Designs i ts Guest Re l a t i Jn s Pro gram ••• plans 
wri tten and verbal pol i cie s for 
man agement, stAf f , t.n d gue sts; 
regula r s erv 1c e 3 and s peci a l f ea tures 
for guests; r ates, f acilit ie s , and 
advertt sing . 
The ho t el' s main policy i s under contract to the 
Ritz Carlton Opera t ing Cbmpany of Ne w York. That is: 
nTo ma i ntai n and opera te a t t he highes t stand a rds 
wi t h the most anj best pos si b l e se rvice; t o be not 
discrimtnating, but select i ve wi th rega r d to clien-
tele; to !:ce ep t h e guests happy i n t he ir rooms. 11 0) 
Emph:1s1s is placed on e erv ~;_ c e , especi a lly room 
serv i ce~ to make g uests feel tha t they can have a ll 
I 
tne service t hey could ha.ve i n their own homes. ·~ or 1 
e xampl e , there i s a pantry on each flo or to fac ~ l i t ate j 
f a st, a ccurate room serv ice by a butler. Food is a 11 
strong s ell Jns poin t of t he h ot el. The s t a f f mu s t 
be coo~era t l ve, and must ca t e r to th~ ind i vidua l 
and h is t a s te s ; t h ey know most of t he guest s by n ame , 
and kn ovr t ne i r indivi ·' u ~J l. pecul iert t ie s . 
2. f.fr. Ban i no, genera l me, n c:; ge r 
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e rtain a bove t he f t r e t floor a ft e r l l: OOp . m •••• n o1sy 
guest s a r e askeJ to leave , a nd are locked ou t of t heir 
ro oms if t hey do not. 
The foll owin g infor mation on Ri tz pol ic i es ha s 
been t aken f rom t he Holl_•~. S!Y art i cle , "Bost on ' s El egant 
Ri tz." . 
" Ea rly in t h e spring of l SHI-t , Ed \<~ a rd Ne\·T t ·Jn \i'yner, 
who op era t e s the Ri tz, j olt ed well-to-do Bostonians 
by ann ounc l ng t hat he dij no t pr opos e to open the 
roo :· g" r :':en •• !The roof ', he sai d , ' :is gettine t oo 
popul a r.' In becoming s o, i t h aj begun to a ttrEct certain 
cus tomer s who , to Wyner ' s mi nd, d i d not belong in the 
scented e leva tors of t he Ri tz. ' No r~ ji o jack pot ever 
i ncluded a t hree-da y s t ay at t he Ritz in Bos t on ' i s a 
f r e qu ent b oas t by \'Vyner, who l ike s to think of hls 
e s t a bl lshmant ·~ s a club. Onc e hav 1ng: ga i n e .:J a dmi ttance, 
howe ver, a gue st fin J s t ha t t he man agement i s unflagging 
l n i t a ef f orts to make n i m comforta b l e . 
Everyt n 1n i~ c ::msidered, t ne Ri tz manage s qu t te 
handsomely t o giv e t h e impress i on of be i n g -lof tily 
c ont em pt uous of money for money' s sake . The R1tz 1s 
de l iberately pr i m r Enner t han pret entiouE • 
• . • L1ke all un de r !::;r'.s o uat e s , hE'. r-va rd stud en ts I' 
ars l ll-c e l ~ t o l.J l" t:: 2en t sometu.h1:_; or 3 il:C C· b l ern v:hen ·1ey 1j 
gatner i n t: r ou ;::;s. By tLe ea r ly 1.J<:: r-c. ·.Jf' 1 940 , t L.e y hed I 
ove :crur ;, tLe b8l' s o c ·:nn ,;lete ly, tl ;. ~ t -~ ·iyne.c f e l t cr> lled 
U[JOD t o t<'J1Ce correcti v e st e 1.1S. Ee .~e~ : t a EJ t;lilore.n d um 
to the b ;_.; r cre 'i.\' ( t ~;L: me :~w:csn~J:..;m stiyu l e-c,ed age 
rest r·i .. t:: ·Jr.. s , ~'l1 0,.;er ore s s , et c ., in or1er to make t h e 
stuc1ents con fonn to tl ;.<:> s t c..n .. ~r,.rJ s oJ."' tL.e Hi -G z . ) 
ho <-~ E.t ;:li l ::: e err. ::- too t rifl:ng f :Jr 'dyn<L' 1 s attent:.i. o:n , 
en.o guest s >l'lJ.o are o .LJ f ':c'ie;;.J.s o:L L. is lJ.&ve l cn. e; s t nue 
be c owe a cc: u :s t ont'=d tc t·;.B .. vinr:.; h i m ;Jll.one t ~ .~.s r t t on t t,.e 
rnoPnin~: .01 ft e r tll. e lr a rl'' i vc.• 1 e.n.d wi t t .. ov t Eo! V bli. l:n tli.t:<l 'i n t; 
t .c, e .v.: <1r,- ;, ,, t h e e.men itJ.(:;E., ·· l :.Jrt , ' s,~.v , t"lCn"'' ' s your 
:n<'l. t tr.3 s s '? ' • 
~vit invests th~ ~ ~~th a t ouch of neor omRncy , indeed , 
on t ~ e ra~e occ a s l ~ns wher ~e r1n~ 5 1t L s csssal~ to 
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have dealings with the guests, to whom his identity is 
unknown, he is so reticent about any inva sion of his 
privacy, that he is likely to introduce himself as 
' 1,1r. Newton' . 
The Ritz, indeed, has such remarkable success in 
keeping employees content, tha t some of its key men 
have been there long enough to qualify as institutions 
tbemselves.~.Despite the capabilities of employe es •• 
the Ritz finds it more and more of a struggle to main-
tain its standards without compromise,because of the 
rising costs of furnishings, etc.). Come what may, how-
ever, Wyner is determined that the Rit z cuisine must never 
deteriorate. General manager Banino is, in fact, so 
diligent about keeping abreast of culinary innovations, 
that be makes at least two trips a year to Nei'l York, 
where he s pends time - talking shop with chefs and padding 
diligently around the kitchen of Dinty Moore's •. a 
restaurant which he considers unsurpassed in this country. 
Wyner feels that passing along Ritz recipes stimulates 
an interest in good food, and thus makes people app-
reciative of the hotel's quality . He maintains that 
there is a dire need for this appreciation, since 
knowledgeable guests are the reason a hotel keeps its 
standards high. To his way of thinking, the Boston 
Ritz will continue to be the hotel a great many people 
consider the best in the United States, only as long 
a s it re fuses to compromise on quality ." 
Regular ~er~ices and_SD~.Q_~i!1 Fe~:t;.~r_es __ fO!:_Q:_uests_ 
Room Service: 
Room service is officially available from 6a.m. 
to 1 a . m., but is actually obtainable at any time; in 
the words of general manager Banino , "Guests expect 
excellent room service at a hotel with these rates." (We 
would add , "At a hotel of this type.") 80-82% of the 
guests have breakfast in their rooms, 50% have lunch 
in their rooms, and 65% have dinner in their rooms. In 
order to cater to individual tastes with fast, accurate 
service, ;there is a pantry on each floor, and the meals 
are served by a butler. Room service waiters are always 
II 60 
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--1-- :nformed about dis'hes t'hat 'have been sold out, and so 
l! 
are prepared to give faster service. 
Comforts: 
The Ritz has wood burning fireplaces, air con-
ditioning in t'he bar, cafe, dining room, and drug store, 
(the guest rooms are n ow in the process of being air 
conditioned.) Cleansing tissues in all guest rooms 
and public rest rooms, electric razor outlet in 
every room, complimentary morning newspapers, a radio 
in every room and televisicn on request, a bouse 
physician on duty at all times, stationery in every 
room, radio and public address systems in the public 
rooms, sig'htseeing guidance, theatre tickets (available 
from the bead porter), and ice skates loaned to guests 
who wish to skate on nearby Boston Common are other 
features. There are chambermaids who baby sit on re-
quest, and t'here is sound proofing in all the public 
rooms and (partly) in the halls. 
Individualized Service: 
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"If, for example, Et'hel Barrymore, a devoted Ritz 
patron, 'happens to arrive on a day wben the wind is 
ripping in from the C'harles River, she finds logs :1 
blazing in t'he fireplace in her suite, ~ 
Similarly, men who have bad t'he foresight to leave 
their toilet articles and a c'hange of clothing with the jj 
valet on their departure, discover on their next visit 
that the former have been arrayed in the medicine cab- l1 
inet, and the latter, cleaned and pressed, and hung lj 
in the Redroom closet or laid neatly in the bureau 
drawer. (;i) 
= l]=---=-'_1_: Frazier_!_ Geo_rge,_-"B_o_st_9~~_ s_El~g_?.nt Rit_~,"Holiqa,_y,l951 __ 
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The staff know most of the guests by name, and 
know their individual peculiarities. 
Luxury: 
"Every guest, whether ne,,momer or long ti~e patron, 
finds a carafe of ice water being delivered to his room 
at almost tbe exact moment he himself enters it. This 
carafe, incidentally, is symbolic of the pla~e which 
the Ritz holds in the affections of its clientele. A 
tapering silver plated pitcher, adorned with only the 
hotel's stately crest ••• 11 
Perfumed elevators, convenience to exclusive shops, 
the prestige of the hotel name, and pride in address 
are other indications of luxury. 
Food: 
"The menus of the Ritz restaurants are printed in 
English. The only exceptions to this are certain sauces 
and garnitures which are more easily identifiable under 
their original names. (One of the specialties is 'chicken 
bash Ritz.) 
The recipes for most Ritz specialties are divulged 
by Banino himself at the cooking classes which the Ritz 
sponsors every winter for the members of aristocratic 1 
Emmanuel Church. These lessons have become so popular 1 
in recent years, that they are now an urgent appointment 1j 
on the social calendars of most Back Bay ladie s . Wyner 
feels that passing along Ritz recipes stimula~es an 
interest in good food, anA thus makes people appreciative 
of the hotel's quality • 11 (f) 
The Ritz has a soda fountain in the kitchen; this 
is unusual for a hotel of this type. 
Quiet: 
Guests are not allowed to entertain above the first 
floor after ll:OOp.m.; noisy guests are asked to leave 
4. Ibid 
5. Ibid 
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Dining Room: 
The dining room seats 175, and is open from 12:00p.m. 
to 12:00a.m.. It is similar to the lounge in decor, 
and is directly opposite from it on the second floor. 
It is .richly furnished yet austere, vivid, yet prim. The 
blue crystal glassware matches the trimming on the 
chandeliers. 
Cafe: 
The cafe caters to local business men, and no 
unescorted ladies are allowed in at lunchtime so as to 
permit quick service for business men on lunch hours, 
and guests hurrying to catch trains. Prices are about 
60% of those in the dining room. There is a full length 
service bar, and the decor is modern, quiet, and att-
ractive. 
Banquet Rooms: 
There is the French Room, the Adam Room, and one 
.i 
i 
private suite for functions. People planning functions 1\ 
are screened just as carefully as overnight guests; guests 11
11 
Ill giving parties must tell the manager who will be present. 
Drug Store and Gift Shop: 
It is owned by the hotel. The room is quiet and 
dignified; it has no soda fountain, but does have a 
broadloom rug. 
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and are locked out of their rooms if they do not. First 
floor suites are available for entertaining. The scarcity 
of seats in the lobby exemplifies this desire for 
quiet even in the lobby. 
Outstanding Services: 
The Ritz Carlton "boasts remarkably efficient 
valet and porter service whereby pressing a button in 
one's room is all that is required to swing it into 
action. The bead porter has achieved a national repu-
tation for his ability to dig up tickets for shows which 
are standinp:: room only, even to those involved in their 
production."® 
Rates: 
The Ritz has 275 rooms in use, including 52 suites. 
The rates range from $8.50 for a single room to $45.00 
for a suite. 
Facilities: 
Bar: 
11 The Ritz bar occupies a romantic place in present 
day Boston not unlike the one held by the Plaza Hotel 
in the New York of the twenties. Up until last year, 
when it was closed to make way for a larger and more 
exotic oasis, the Ritz bar bad indeed, the same en-
chantment which used to pro~de F. Scott Fitzgerald with 
such poetic intoxication." ~ 
It is similar to the lounge in decor, but is on 
the lobby floor. The waiters are formal but courteous, 
and are attentively on their stations when not busy. 
6. Ibid 
7. Ibid 
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Lobby: 
The austere lobby is medium sized, sparsely furnished 
but attractive. It is seldom busy. 
Second' Floor Lounge: 
The lounge, for tea and cockta ils, is very much 
like the drawing room of a large private home. It is 
tastefully furnished, complete with piano and ivy. There 
are no menus provided (unless, perhaps, they are re-
quested), and no signs of direction distinguishing it 
from the dining room. 
Concessions: 
All concessions must be just as selective of cus-
tomers as is the hote1 itself. There are: dress shop, 
beauty salon, barber shop, florist, news stand, garage, 
and chiropodist. 
Advertising 
The Ritz does not advertise at all, as advertising 
would be contrary to its policy of exclusiveness. However, 
it does receive publicity from such articles as the one 
in Holiday, the use of the name "Charles of the Ritz", 
and the very use of the word "ritzy", wh_ich denotes 
exclusiveness, wealth, and snobbishness. 
---=---=~~=-
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TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE 
Suit •• meet the needs and desires of 
Thus it is obvious that a hotel whose guest 
relations program includes such policies as: 
"To maintain and operate at the highest standards 
with the most and best possible service; to be selective 
of clientele" ,Q) 
and such services as : meals served 1n rooms by but-
lers, silver plated water carafes, perfumed elevators, 
and a pantry on every floor, would have an atmosphere 
of quiet dignity throughout. It is obvious that such a 
hotel would meet the needs and desires of people who 
are "uncomfortable in the presence of strangers", 
people \'lho are listed in social registers, "Proper 
Bostoniansn, leading national and international celeb-
rities and business men, and families of well es-
tablished social background. 
8. Mr. Banino, general manager 
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IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATI ONS PROGRAM 
THOROUGHLY, THEN IT SATISFIES ITS SPECIFIC CLIENTELE. 
IF A HOTEL CARRIES THROUGH ITS GUEST RELATI ONS PROGP~M 
THOROUGHLY ••• 
carries Tbrougb •• puts into effect its intentions 
Tborougbly •• consistently, considerately, promptly, 
eagerly, conscientiously, and graciously. 
Thoroughness bas been determined by systematic 
direct observations, participant observations, and 
personal descriptions. We were not permitted to use our 
guest questionnaires. However, we found in our ob-
servations that the Ritz Carlton is so thorough in 
its guest relations program, and as the "specific clien-
tele" is the only clientele present, we feel that we 
can make conclusions without the use of questionnaires. 
Systematic direct observations were made in the 
lobby and public rooms, and were guided by a check 
list based on the Ritz Carlton guest relations program. 
Some of the employees, during the course of observation, 
fitted into more than one category, in that they acted 
in one manner with one guest, and in a different manner 
with the following guest. Similarly, not all employees 
fitted into all categories, as several work alone, several 
receive no tips, etc •• 
67 
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Because of the fact that guests do not congregate 
in the lobby, and because of the scarcity of seats, 
we were extremely conspicuous, and therefore, could 
make only limited observations there. 
Participant observations were made in the second 
floor lounge and in the Cafe, where we enacted or ob-
served test situations (complaints, special requests). 
These observations are subject to bias resulting from 
our moods and personality differences, and from the 
interaction of our personalities with those of tn~ 
employees. 
Personal descriptions are a 11 catcb-all11 of un-
classifiable observations, and are subject to the same 
biases as are participant observations. 
We used the same terms to evaluate total thorough-
ness as we did beforehand to evaluate thoroughness 
on the check lists. 
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SYSTEMATIC DIRECT OBSERVATIONS of 15 employees I 
Number of Emp~oyees 
Form of Address 
sir or madame 4 I 
Mr., Mrs., Miss (surname) 1 II 
no special way 8 I 
,, 
Attitude Toward Guests I' 
respectful 13 II 
• I 
indifferent 2 II 
familiar 0 !I 
II 
ove.rly familiar 0 I 
Among Selves 
cooperative 11 
indifferent 0 I 
I 
uncooperative 0 
I 
Tipping !I 
II demanding 0 
il grateful 5 
indifferent 3 
Behavior 
II 
very courteous 3 II I courteous 11 ,, 
I ,. 
l .I discourteous 1 I, !I 
I 
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SYSTEMATIC DIRECT OBSERVATIONS of 15 employees 
Service 
prompt 15 
average 0 
slow 0 
Chewing 0 
Arguing Among Selves 0 
Casual Conversation Among Selves 2 
Neatness 15 
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS 
We visited the Cafe late one afternoon, and after 
glancing at the luncheon menu, we purposely ordered only 
coffee. Our waiter was indifferent •• to us and to the 
fact that we bad come to the Ritz only for coffee. 
On another afternoon, we, sloppily dressed, went 
to the second floor lounge. As we bad not been there 
before, and as there were no signs of direction, we 
walked back and forth between the lounge and the dining 
room, looking into both, and wondering which was the 
lounge. We finally entered tbe correct room, and, 
ill at ease, sat at the first table we sa\'i. (There 
was no host.) While we seated ourselves, the waiter 
stood coldly by, awaiting our order. We were given no 
menu. He remained very cold and condescending through-
out our brief visit. 
In the Cafe, we noted a man, apparently an old 
customer, asking the waiter to bring a tray of French 
pastry. When it vias brought, the man glanced at the 
tray, and a s none seemed to appeal to bim, chose none. 
The waiter was extremely courteous, and ·showed no 
signs of impatience. 
l 
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PERSONAL DESCRIPTIONS 
II Neither the second floor lounge or dining room 
The hotel is quiet ,dignified II have signs of identification. 
I 
I 
and austere, and so are its guests. All the employees 
are alert, prompt, impersonal, and well skilled in their 
jobs. 
The dining room is not very busy, yet the bum of 
conversation is audible above the soft music. It is 
very much in contrast to the dining rooms of the Parker 
House or Sheraton Plaza, in that its clientele at lunch-
time is mostly women. Ritz food is superbe, and the 
prices are reasonable. The waiters assist all female 
guests \vith their coats, and constansly hover around 
the table emptying ash trays, and filling water glasses . 
They are expert in French service. French pastry is 
displayed on the revolving trays of a silver pastry 
wagon, and is very appealing. 
Tb e cafe ls the only public room modern in decor. 
It serves the same food as does the dining room, but 
prices are lower, and the waiters are not so particular. . 
(One wa iter in the Cafe reached across the length of 
1
.
1 
t'he table to pour coffee.) Many men fre quent the Cafe 
at lunchtime, but it is usually Quiet during the afternoon. 
II 
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The second floor lounge is quiet •• almost stilted 
in atmosphere. There are no menus provided, and no 
signs distinguishing it from the dining room. It was 
here that we were treated so coldly by a waiter. 
The bar is similar to tbe lounge in decor, but the 
atmosphere is warmer. Even during the gayety of New 
Year's Eve, tbere were few guests, and it was quiet 
and dignified. 
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Scale ___ Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Very Poor 
Exc lusiveness : 
11 The H1tz ma inta1n s such clubby restrictions as 
a bla ck li st which includes the n ames of quite a few 
influential individuals. In view of thi s , it is not 
altogether surpr isin € that the Ritz refu ses, exce pt 
in r Are 1nstunces, to accept r eserva tions over the 
phone, and screens written applica t i ons •••• Soc1 al 
ba ckground of a guest is more important to the Ritz 
than is his f1nanc1 e l s t atus. Like all ' Proper Bos-
t on ian s ', the Ritz is uncomfortabl e in the presence 
of strs ngers." @ 
Al l three 1nc1dents described in personal obser-
va t 1ons well illus trate the e xclusivene ss of the Ritz 
Carlton. 
The factor s listed in our personal descri i~t i ons 
a lso convey this exclusiveness : the a bsenc e of signs 
identifying the loUnge and dining room, the a us tere 
lobby, the alert, highly skilled staff, the decor of 
the public rooms, an d the quie t dignity throughout. The 
Rit z , then, rates EXCELLENT i n maint a.ining t ts 
policy of exclu s iveness. 
Serv i c e : 
In our systemati c d i r ect obsa r va t 1ons we found 
t h at 15 em ployees were pro mpt, none were av erage or 
s l ow. ·rh1 s 1 s the only hotel of our study \•rhere such 
a high d e t~~re e of pr omptnes s has be en found •.•. every 
employee observed was prompt. 
I n persona l descripti on s , we not ed the sk i llful 
French servi.ce , t h e fJ rmality of the vJa1 t €rs and 
9. Ibid 
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thei r constant a ttenti on to guests , t he im pecca ble 
t a ste ••• in short, a perfect i on of service . EXCELL&~T 
Food: 
Food i s a strong selline, point of the Rit z. In 
our persona l d'eacriptions, v1e have noted tha t the 
foo d is, indeed, superbe . I t is skillfully served, 
and is comparable in pr i ce t o the food 1n the other 
hotel s of our study. EXCELLENT 
Cooperat ion : 
Our sy stematic d 'L rect observa tions show that 
among themselve s , 11 employees were coo perative , none 
were indifferent or uncoo perat i ve. E XCELLENT 
Courtesy: 
Systematic Di rect Observa tions 
_g_Q.m12l1 m~n t s compl a int!!_ 
(forms of address ) 
sir or ma jame •..... 4 
~1r ., Mrs., Miss •••• 1 
~ 
(attitude toward gue s t s ) 
res pectfu l •••••••.. l3 
no special way.8 
Ratio:5:8 
VERY .P OOR 
indifferent • .• 2 
f ami l ia r •••.• o 
overly- fami liar •••• 0 
Ra tio:l3:2:0 0 
EXC i~LLl£NT 
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Courtesy:(cont 1nued) 
Systematic Direct Obs er vations 
( t i p ~~J ing ) 
gr ateful •••• 5 
{behavior) 
very courteou s •• 3 
court e ous ••.•••• ll 
-w 
1nd 1fferent •• 3 
demand ine; •••• 0 
Rat1o:5:3:0 
GOOD 
discourteous •• l 
Ratio:l4 :1 
E KC ELLEJ'.;T 
The em ployee wh o wa s discourteous wa s the wa iter 
i n the lounge who wa s so c onde scend i n g and cold when 
v; e were so obv i ou s ly riot t he "spec i f i c cl i enteL e" of 
the Ri t z Ca rlt o~ . 
Our r a t i ng of courtesy, a s a. whole , is GOOD. 
- = -==-~- -==-== ----
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THOROUGHNESS 
Excluaiveneas •••••••. Excellent • 
• 
Serv lc e •.......•...•• Excel l ent • 
• 
Food •.•...•.•.•...••• Excel l ent • EXCELLEt~T 
·-Cooperation ••••••.•• Exc ellent • 
• 
Cour t e sy ••..••...•.• Good • 
The one flaw preventing 'cou r te sy' from be ing 
rated excel l ent a p pears in ttf orms of addrea s 11 • Our 
find i n gs , th9t so many employees use no spec i a l form s 
of address, a re not in keep ing wi th the hot el's 
policy on this matter. 
Thi s fla.'.v , however, i s so stron gly outwei ghed by 
the other f actors constdered in 'courtesy', and indeed 
by the gue s t r e l ations progr am a s a whole; that the 
gu e s t r el ations program is rated EXCC!:LLENT. 
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THID! I T SAT! SFIE3 I'rS SPEC IFIC CLI.II:NT "L..:. 
Sa t l sf ies •• plea 2e s and r etains patronage of 
Becaus e, as we have sta~ed before, we ha ve no 
gu es t ques t .i onna i res for the Ritz Car l ton, we were 
not a ble to mea sure guest satisfaction. However, as 
the results of our systemat l c d irect obser vations, 
part i cipant obse rva tion s , and personal descri ptions 
show such a high degree of thoroughness (especi ally 
in tha areas the Ritz stres3es ••• food, servi ce, ex-
cl.usivane ss), and as the tls pec '! f i c c l entele" i s almost 
wi thout exception, the only clientele present, we fee l 
that we can safely assume tha t the Ritz Carlton does 
carry out its guest relati ons program thoroughly, and 
tha t i t does satisfy its "spec if ic clientele." 
11 
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SHERATON PL.~ ZA 
BASIC FERS ONALITY 
The Copley Plaza hotel was a 'tradition in Boston, 
a fine, di gnified, impressive hotel, synonymous with 
Back Bay, Boston soc i ety, debutante cotillions, bachelor 
balls, and the f a.moua " waltz evenings of Boston' a aristo-
orate. 
I t was built in 1913 by George A. Fuller, who also 
owned the f a med Pl a za Hotel in New York. The Copley 
Plaza wa s bought by the Shera ton Corporation of America 
in 1942. 
"The Sheraton Corporation ha a . had one of the most 
rapid growths in the history of the free enterprise sys-
tem in the United States, to become one of the l a r gest 
hotel chains in the country. The story of this develop-
ment begins way back ln 1933 when Ernest Henderson, 
president, a.nd Robert L. Moore, vice presi dent and 
treasurer, went into the investment-management business. 
One of the first real e s t ate properties was a small hotel 
in Boston, the Sheraton. Hotel bus iness f a scinated them, 
and they mad e such a success out of this venture that 
from. then on Mr. Henderson and Mr. ~ioore decid ed to use CD 
the name Shera ton in connection with all their properties. " 
The underlying policy of the Sheraton cha in, as 
summarized from their 1953 Annual Report 1a: To establish 
Sheraton i n the pr i ncipal c i tt e s of the United States 
and Canada, wherever poss i ble, wi th the best hotel in 
each city. On occasion when the Corporation ha s bean 
able to secure a better hotel i n a given city, i t ha s 
been poss i ble to sell the hotel previously acquired. 
1. " You and Sheraton 11 , Pamphlet 
11 79 
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As a result of this policy, hotels acquired by the 
corporation may not always represent a permanent 
investment, in the event that at a later date, more 
desireable hotels in such cities can be purchased or 
constructed. The present Shelton Hotel in Boston was 
formerly the Sheraton, and was owned by the Corporati on 
from 1937 until 1947. The Corporation bought the 
famed Copley Plaza in 1942, and changed the name to 
Sheraton Plaza in 1951. 
"There are 29 Sheraton hotels at present in the 
United States and Canada , with the great majority 
conveniently located in leading cities, stretching 
southward from Eastern Canada to Florida, and west -
ward from Chicago to St. Louis."~ 
"In whatever city Sheraton hotels are located, 
they are centrally and conveniently located to shops, 
theatres, and the mid-tm-;n business area ." y ' 
"All Sheraton hotels are decorated and rerlf,)vated 
in a modern , tasteful manner, but no attempt is made 
to change the individuality of each hotel by making it 
conform to a standard decorating and architectural 
pattern." @ 
Sheraton believes that personality distinguishes a 
fine hotel , and that "No matter at what Sheraton hotel 
you stay, your address in the city is distinguisbed. 11@ 
2. Ibid 
3. Annual Report, 1953, Sheraton Corporation of America 
4. "You and Sheraton"--pamphlet 
5. Annual Re port, 1953, Sheraton Corporation of America 
6. Sheraton Plaza brochure 
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11 The Sheraton Plaza in Boston overlooks famed 
Copley Square, flanked by noted landmarks, where quiet 
dignity is combined with exceptional convenience. It 
is the start and terminus of all motor routes, and 
railroad stations are but a block avray, as are the o:J 
exclusive Back Bay shops and the theatre d1strict. 11 lV 
"The Sheraton Plaza has long been established as 
Boston's leading luxury hotel. Presidents , royalty, 
celebrities, and travellers distinguished for good taste 
select the Sheraton Plaza. State and national groups 
confirm this choice when selecting their convention 
headquarters . Appointments , facilities and atmosphe~~ 
are contrived to gratify the most exacting taste s ."~ 
6 . Sheraton Plaza brochure 
7. Sheraton Plaza brochure 
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HYPOTHESIS A 
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE, THEN IT DESIGNS 
ITS GUEST RELATIONS PROGRAM TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE. 
IF A HOTEL PREFERS A SPECIFIC CLIENTELE •• 
Prefers ••• chooses to have as its prevalent type 
Specific Clientele •• the type of guest who is app-
reciative of the hotel's b~sic 
personality and fits in/ with it. 
The Sheraton Plaza, as illustrated in the basic 
personality, is a leading luxury hotel which prefers the 
patronage of business e xecutives , celebrities, con-
ventions, and those who can afford and will appreciate 
luxurious living. 
' 
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THEN IT DESIGNS ITS GUEST RELATI ONS PROGRAlvJ: •• 
Designs its Guest Relations Program •• plans written 
and verbal policies fo r management, staff, 
and gue sts; regular services and spec-
ial features for guests; rates, fac-
ilities, and advertising. 
GUEST HELATIONS PROGRAM 
Guests 
"Even from early colonial Clays, travellers always 
sought out those lodging places that offered something 
extra in attention and atmosphere. Sheraton has never 
lost that spirit of hospitality for which early inn-
keepers were noted, and today you will find the same 
real warmth in the reception you get from the courteous, 
trained staff of every Sheraton. During your Sheraton 
stay, you will find comforts unsurpasse~even in the 
imagination of those early travellers."@ 
11 ~1anagement control functions through the Board of 
Operations, a group of hotel managers and home office 
executives, who bold quarterly meetings to discuss 
and act upon policies and problems of operation. Records 
show that more than 90% of the policies recomm~~ded 
by the Board of Operations have been adopted ."(V 
In the words of president Henderson, 11 The most 
important thing that Sheraton bas or has ever bad is 
its people.(employees). They are responsible for what 
we are now , and they'll determine \<Tbat we \vill be in 
the future. 
Sheraton's success is not only dependent upon our job performance, but on our l>~ork attitude. Whether we 
are general managers, chefs, telephone operators, bell-
men, maids, room clerks, executive housekeepers, house-
men, or waitresses for Sheraton, everything we do or 
say, on or off the job, for that matter, influences 
public opinion for o~gainst the Corporation that give s 
us our livelihood." ~ 
8.Annual Report, 1953, Sheraton Corporation of America 
9. 11 You and Sheraton" •• pamphlet 
10. "Sheraton News", Vol. V, No. IV, November-December, '53 
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"Because there is always room for improvement and 
new ideas in any business operation, Sheraton has set 
up a continuous suggestion system of awards. You can 
turn your ideas into dollars if they are worthwhile and 
practical suggestions for improving the operation of 
your hotel, or the Sheraton chain as a whole. 
Each hotel has a suggestion committee selected 
from among its personnel on a rotation basis to review 
your ideas. There is also a central suggestion committee 
at the home office that regularly reviews all top 
suggestions sent in from the field applying to the 
improvement of the overall operation of the Sheraton 
chain. So, you can see, that you may win a cash award 
at either the hotel or corporate level, and very poss-
ibly at both. There are suggestion blanks and sug~estion 
boxes available at each hotel for this purpose." 0) 
"Beginning in January of this year, Sheraton will 
increase the number of cash awards given to employees 
for outstanding suggestions to improve hotel operation. 
In addition to receiving an award because your 
suggestion is exceptional, you will receive still 
another if your idea applies to a particular department 
chosen for special emphasis by Sheraton's Personnel and 
Employee Relations Committee. 
This committee will choose a different department 
or departments for each two-month period of the year, 
to be announced ahead of time in the Sheraton News." (d) 
"There are many ways in which you, as an individual 
employee contribute to the success of Sheraton: by 
always being courteous and tactful, by working conscien-
tiously to insure Sheraton's standards of service, by 
guarding against fire, breakage, and loss of hotel 
equipment, and by helping to prevent accidents to your-
self, your fellow workers, and guests. 
The star performers on our team are likely to be the 
telephone operators, waiters and waitresses, bellmen, 
and desk clerks, for they are the ones who come directly 
into contact with our guests. It is their courtesy and 
efficiency which usually determine whether guests come 
back again. 
Yet, this attitude applies to all Sheraton employees, 
including those in the back of the bouse who, though 
they may not come directly into contact with our guests, 
also contribute to the pleasantness of the atmosphere ~ 
our hotels by their good service and polite demeanor." C!.Y 
11. "You and Sheraton" •• pamphlet 
12. "Sheraton News", Vol. V, No. IV, November-December, '53 
13. "You and Sheraton" ... pamphlet 
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"It shouldn't be difficult for you to be courteous 
at all times. If you are pleasant, tactful, and consider-
ate, you treat Sheraton guests the way you would want 
to be treated if positions were reversed. You are never 
so busy that you cannot listen politely to a request 
from a guest, and you should always make every effort 
to see that be is comfortable." G 
11 Be willing to help others and eager to learn 
yourself. Cooperation among employees is important for 
creating a spirit of good :·f-ellowship and happiness for 
all in their work, as well as for promoting successful 
hotel operation." @ 
The introduction to the booklet, "Helpful Hints 
for Sheraton Maids" reads, "It is the little extras 
that make the difference between plain satisfactory 
service and good service. This booklet has been pre-
pared to help you give the service our guests exRect. 
Read it through and keep it for ready reference. 
Some examples of the rules in this booklet are: 
"Turn in any article left in a check-out room 
to your supervisor,together with a slip bearing room 
number, your name, and the date ••••• Check-out rooms with 
new arrivals are to be made up fir s t before occupied 
rooms •••• Tbe thing a guest looks for most is cleanliness . 
A clean and neat personal appearance will add to the 
attractiveness of the hotel in the eyes of guests ••• Never 
unlock a room door for anyone. Say, 'Just a moment please, 
I will get someone to open the door ', then call the 
supervisor." 
Regular Services and Soecial Features for Guests 
Conveniences: 
Closet--laundry bags with price lists attached, hangers 
for women, men's wooden hangers. 
Bathroom-- \-rasbclotbs in 1nd i vidual wrappers, cleansing 
tissues, electric razpr outlet, shoe cloths 
14. Ibid 
15. Ibid 
li 
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credit Cards--"A Sheraton Hotels credit card is an aid 
in establishing credit anywhere, and is a handy identi -
fication card as \'/ell. A Sheraton credit card holder 
may cash up to one hundred dollars in checks in any 
Sheraton hotel, allowing travellers and business men 
to travel with a minimum of cash. All Sheraton hotels 
and reservation offices give special attention to 
Sheraton credit card holders and their reservation 
needs . '' @ 
There are two types of Sheraton credit cards-- the 
regular kind, which entitles a guest to cash a check 
up to one hundred dollars , and the red line credit card 
for guests with special stable financial backgrounds. 
The guest who bas a red line credit card bas unlimited 
credit, and can always obtain a room . 
Stationery--large envelopes and paper, small envelopes 
and paper, large and small air mail envelopes, tele-
gram books, Sheraton blotters, stickers, post cards, 
and stationery folders. 
Radio and Television--are in every room, radio and 
public address systems are in the public rooms. The 
Sheraton hotels were the first to teletype reservations. 
"A teletype system for reservations connects the 
Sheraton Plaza with all the Sheraton hotels in the United 
States and Canada .At no cost to the guest, details are 
rapidly transmitted over the Sheraton system with 
11 
acknowledgements quickly answered." (['S) 
Other Conveniences--All public rooms and some guest rooms 1\ 
are air conditioned. Offices and some public rooms J 
are sound proofed. There are: complimentary morning 
newspapers with room service breakf~st, road maps, 
16. Sheraton brochure 
17. Ibid 
ou 
complimentary overnight kits for guests who need them, 
mailing of articles forgotten by guests, birthday cakes, 
and specially trained watchmen rather than house 
detectives. 
Sightseeing Guidance-- 11 The hospitality desk attendant 
is most eager to be of service to you. She will 
supply you with any information you may need concerning 
special events, to make certain that you have a happy 
holidat, ~ring your visit to Boston and the Sheraton 
Plaza.' ~ 
Outstanding Services: 
For celebrities such as the King and Queen of 
Greece, President Eisenhower, and General MacArthur, 
there are private elevators, and registration within 
their select suites. I 
,, 
I 
I 
Luxury: 1 
The Sheraton Plaza bas percale sheets, large roo~s J 
with high ceilings, superior furnishings. 11 Guest rooms 
are gaily colorful and are designed to make your visit 
c omf orta ble and enjoyable. 11 ~ 
Food: 
The Sheraton Plaza prides itself on its excellent 
catering. It provides children's menus, ~ree demi-tasse 
in the Towne Room before breakfast, and second help-
ings at banquets. 
18. Ibid 
19. Ibid 
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11 In the research kitchen of the Sheraton Plaza in 
Boston, new and tempting dishes are developed under the 
watchful eye of the director .· of Sheraton food research. 
Once a new dish bas met specifications, which are high, 
the recipe is transmitted to all tbe Sheraton hotels. 
from bors d'oevres to French pastry, Sheraton chefs are 
past masters in the art of preparing food. From its 
inception in the research kitchen to its final appearance 
on the dinin~ room table, each dish is an individual 
work of art.' ~ · 
Rates: 
The Sher-aton Plaza bas 500 rooms, including 50 
suites. Rates begin at $6.85 for a single room. 
Facilities 
Oval Room and Hub Room (adjoining but separable): 
The Oval Room has dining, dancing , and entertainment 
on Friday and Saturday evenings, and seats 400. The Hub 
Room seats 220, and is " ••• a popula r meeting place 
for local groups; its attractive decor provides an 
'I 
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' ideal setting for dances, parties, and special functions.·~ 
1 
Lobby: 
"Complete;y renovated, the new Sheraton Plaza lobby 
maintains its dignified atmosphere. The new streamlined 
I 
I' 
II 
,, 
desk speeds up the registration and departure of guests."@ ! 
Merry Go Round: 
This cocktail lounge is bright, gay, and novel. Its 
r evolving bar is designed like a merry g o round, 
20. Annual Report, 1953, Sheraton Corpora tion of 
21. She r a ton Plaza brochure 
22. Ibid 
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t a bles and piano on the revolv i ng pl atform. Ot};ler 
t ables a r e on t he floor surrounding i t. "This world 
f a mou s lounge now ha s the panoram i c i l lus ion of a 
terrace c e. f e." 8 
Ca fe Pl a za : 
The ma in d i n i ng room s ea t s 150 , and i s a .. r en-
dezvous for di s crimina t i n g guests." Recently, a n ew 
entrance has be en built to " •• t hi s popular d i ning 
pl ace, known to Bos t onian s f or near ly ha lf a century 
for 1 t s su perb cu isi ne and t' l 9. wle ss serv i ce." 0 
Town Room Coff ee Shop: 
The Town Room, on the floor below the lobby, 
ha s a luxurious outer foy er. The ro om i tself is 
luxurious, mod ern, s p~c i ou s , and ha s one wa l l of glBss. 
Si lver cutlery and l ~ . nen n apery, simila r t o those 
in the Ca fe Plaza , are used he ~ e . 
Minute Chef: 
The Minute Chef provides qu i c k counter serv i ce 
i n an attract i ve room with both street and lobby 
entrances. 
Bal ]_ room: 
The Ba llroom i s the only ai r conditioned one 
i n Bos ton. It ha s a new stage , a nd is e qui pped 
wi t h the l a te et l i ght i n g , sound , and rec or d i ng 
23. I b i d 24. I b i d 
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e quipmen t •••• "Known by the ;'iorld famous company lt 
keeps ••. it W 'J S in this room that the charm of Mrs. 
E1 s enhovn=? r and iot1rs. Ni x.on ca ptiva ted mor e than 3500 
women of Boston, attending thei r receptions and tea s. 
I t io the scene of col orful and brilli ant soc i Pl 
a ff airs. 'fhe bal lroom 1 a not, ho wev e r, conf i n ed to 
soci a l a f f ai rs, a s many conventions and conferences 
have been able to pl an pol i cies and programs wi th-
out interruption, in air cond it ioned comfort." 6::£) 
Ad vertising 
Adverti s i n g on a na t i ona l sc a l e is handled by 
the Corpora t ion's orm advertising de partment; loc a l 
advert is in:::; ls h andl ed by the Sherat on Pl a za . 
"Shera ton c ont i nues i ts v1 gorous promot ion program 
to gai n and hold an increasing number of guests. Full 
color, ful l page advertising i n leading magazines 
h a s been used, a s ha ve sma l l e r bla ck snd ivh ite ad-
vert i sements in newspa ~ers. In addi tion, each Sheraton 
hotel handles i ts o\.;n promot i on with attract i ve , color-
full booklets and brochures wh i ch tell prospective 
guests everything they would want to know to make 
t hem prefer :'l Sherat ::m hotel. Bi llboard s alonp; many 
well travelled ma in a pproaches t o Sheraton c i ties 
serve a s remind ers t o motori st s tha t a good mea l 
and a r~fu l ni ght a t a Sheraton hotel are just 
ahead ·"(y 
25. Ibid 
26. Annual Report, 1953, Sheraton Corporat ion of America 
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TO SUIT THIS CLIENTELE 
Suit •• meet the needs and desires of 
The Sheraton Plaza has designed its guest relations 
program to meet the need'S and desires of three specific 
clienteles: business men, "presidents, royalty, and 
celebrities," and those who can afford and will app-
reciate luxurious living. 
For the business executive, the hotel offers 
excellent convention and meeting facilities, the con-
venience of Sheraton credit cards, and proximity to 
railroad stations. The Sheraton Plaza is also "the start 
and terminus of all motor routes. 11 
For "presidents, royalty, and celebrities," the hotel 
bas private elevators, select suites, and the privilege 
of registering in one's room. 
For those vrho can afford and will appreciate 
luxurious living, for those guests \'lith " the most exact-
ing tastes," the Sheraton Plaza, overlooking famed Cop-
ley Square, provides quiet dignity and luxurious decor, 
and nearness to the exclusive Back Bay shops. The demi-
tasse served before breakfast in the Town Room, the gaily 
colorful furnishings, the spacious rooms with high ceilings, 
are other ways in which the hotel suits "the most exacting 
tastes." 
On tbe whole, the Sheraton feels that the most im-
portant factor contributing to its popularity is that , 
1t 
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"most of all, a Sheraton address is correct." @· 
27. Sheraton advertisement 
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HYP OTHESI S B 
I F A HOTEL c ,:m RI ES '.PHROUGH I TS GUEST RELATI ONS PROGI"U>. M 
THOROUGHLY, THEN IT SATI:3F IE.S THIS CLIENTELE . 
I F A HOTEL CA.RRI ES THR C)UGH I TS GUEST REL.t\ T IONS PROORAM 
THOROUGHLY •••. 
Carr i e s Through ••• puts into eff ect its intentions 
Thoroughly, •.••••• consistently, considerately, 
promptly, eagerly, conscien-
tiously, and grac i ou s ly 
Thorou ~hnes s ha s been det e r mined by systema t i c 
d irect observa tions, partic ipan t obs erva tions, per-
sona l descr:i pt j ons, and gues t quest i onna i res • 
Sy s tema t i c d i r ect obser va.t i on s , made i n t he lobby 
and publ i c r ooms, were guided by a check li s t ba sed on 
the Shera ton Pl a za gue s t r e l a t ions progr am. Some em-
ployee s, dur i ne; t he course of· obser vati on , f i tt ed into 
more than one ca tegory , i n t ha t they a cted in one 
manner wi th one guest, and in a d i f f e r ent manner 
w:tth the fol l owing guest. Similar l y, not al l employees 
f i tted i nto a.ll ca tegori es, i n that s ever a l \-lark alone, 
severa l rec e i ve no tips, etc •• Because of the layout 
of t he Shera ton Pl a za lobby, observat i on is d i f f icult 
there ,espe c i a lly when t he hotel i s not busy; t h erefore, 
employee s' att i tudes towa rd ti pping , or the manner · 
i n which they addr e s s guests, are not easily observed. 
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-1· - We observed 20 employees during man; -d-if- ferent hours 
~ on different days of the week. 
1 Participant observations were made in the public 
rooms of the Sheraton Plaza, where we enacted or observed 
test situations (complaints, special requests , etc .). 
These observati ons were subject to bias resulting from 
our moods and personality differences, and the inter -
action of our personalities with those of the employees. 
We devised a guest questionnaire which we were not 
permitted to use; however, the a ss istant general manager 
allowed us to use 15 questionnaires •• the only ones 
remaining •• from a recent survey made by the hotel itself. 
The Sheraton Pla.za makes these surveys periodically 
in order to be constantly aware of the thoroughness of 
their guest relations program. These questionnaires 
were placed in the guest rooms. Each guest who answered 
one received two letters of thanks and appreciation •• 
one from the president of the Sheraton Corporation, 
and one from the general manager of the Sheraton Plaza. 
Personal descriptions are a 11 cat ch-all" of un-
classifiable observations, and are subject to the same 
biases as are participant observations. 
II 
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SYSTE!-'IATIC DIRECT OBSERVATIONS of 20 employees 
Forms of Address 
----------
sir or madame 
Mr., Mrs., Miss (surname) 
no special way 
Attitude Toward Guests 
respectful 
indifferent 
familiar 
overly familiar 
Employees Among Selves 
cooperative 
indifferent 
uncooperative 
Service 
prompt 
average 
slow 
Attitude Toward Tipping 
demanding 
grateful 
indiff.~rent 
-- ---~~ 
7 
1 
13 
15 
4 
1 
1 
16 
0 
0 
6 
9 
4 
0 
4 
3 
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SYSTEMATIC DIRECT OBSERVATI ONS (continued} 
Behavior With Gueats 
···- ----
very courteous 
courteous 
discourteous 
Arg~~~g Among Selves 
Casual_Qony~rsation Among Selves 
Neatness 
7 
12 
1 
0 
4 
20 
I 
---- ---'1 --~-= 
I 
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS 
In tbe Cafe Plaza during a busy lunch hour, one of 
us complained to our waiter (wbo bad refilled tbe glass 
many times) that tbe drinking water was not cold (de-
spite the fact that there was still an ice cube in the 
glass.) Tbe waiter very pleasantly brought a fresh 
glass of ice water (filled with ice.) 
Later, we asked tbe same waiter to describe, in 
detail, several desserts. We did not order any of those 
be described. He was courteous, patient, and pleasant 
throughout. 
Tbe attendant in tbe ladies room asked one of us 
to go out into the lobby and buy a newspaper for ber ••• 
sbe supposedly bad a friend there sbe did not want to 
see. ( VIe are sure that the management frowns upon maids 
and attendants appearing in the lobby in uniform.) 
While one of us went to the lobby for ber newspaper, 
sbe asked various personal questions of the other, and 
was, on tbe whole, overly familiar. 
We used the Sheraton Plaza teletype system to make 
reservations three weeks hence in the Sheraton Cadillac 
in Detroit, requesting minimum rates. However, the rate 
quoted was protected by an "if possible." (This was 
stated on tbe confirmation slip.) 1t/ben we. arrived in 
Detroit, we found that not only were minimum rates "not 
possible,"_ but that tbe rates had been misquoted to us 
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by the reservation clerk at the Sheraton Plaza. ly{e 
mentioned this to the assistant general manager during 
one of our interviews with him. He explained that a 
certain number of rooms are set aside when reservations 
come in, but that it is not always possible to give the 
guest the rate requested. He assured us that this was 
not a 11 girnmick11 to sell more high priced rooms. 
A waitress in the Town Room overcharged us for 
soup. We brought this to her attention, whereby she 
corrected her error, mumbled 11 0h yes," and Thank you," 
but made no apology. 
A man who was apparently a regular customer, seated 
next to us in the Town Room during the dinner hour, 
called the hostess over, and inquired as to why pickled 
pears were not on the menu. The hostess rather indiffer-
ently explained that 11 We don't have them any more, 11 
and upon his inquiry, mentioned that they would probably 
have them 11 again sometime." 
A shabbily dressed man approached the room clerk 
and requested something. The room clerk courteously 
directed him to the bead porter who, again courteously, . 
gave him the information be sought. We mention this, 
because this man was obviously far from typical of the 
hotel's "specific clientele. 11 
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GUEST QUESTIONNAIRES (we were given 15) 
compla.ints co~plim~TI:ts 
dirt •••..•• 3 ~~ radio and T.V •• 7 
poor e levator service •• 2 cleanliness •• 3 
poor room decorations ••• ! * quiet •••••••• 2 
poor phone call and message deliver y .2 c curtesy •••.• 6 
slow service in Town Room •• l good service.? 
crowded front desk ••••.•.•• l good food •••• 1 
careless handling of luggage •. l rooms •••.•.•• 6 
poor service •• l location ••••• 2 
noise ••• 1* atmosphere ••• ! 
discourtesy •• l linens ••••••• 3 
poor seating when dining room comfort •••••• 1 
was not busy •••...........•.... 1 
elevator ser-
vice •••••.••• 1 
*These complaints were made by a guest who was given 
a room on a floor undergoing repairs, thus accounting 
for the dust and noise. 
l! 
I 
PERSONAL DESCRIPTIONS 
In the lobby, the front office staff is usually 
chatting; · the voices of girls can be beard from behind 
the front office partitions. Bellhops are alertly on 
their stations, and are conscientious about the lobby's 
appearance ••• we saw several bellhops picking up dis-
carded newspapers from seats, and bits of paper from 
served, and the prices are reasonable. Waiters dust 
cbairs for guests, help with coats , and keep bringing 
clean ashtrays as they remove the dirty ones from the 
table. The waiters are less formal in manner than those 
in the dining rooms of tbe Parker House or Ritz Carlton, 
but equally as efficient and courteous. Sterling silver 
finger bowls are another feature. 
The spaciousness of tbe Town Room, its luxurious 
decor, linen napery, and soft lighting, make it seem 
more like a d i ning room than a coffee shop. Food is the 
same as in the Cafe Plaza, but prices are slightly less. 
Free demi-tasse is served before breakfast. 
The Minute Chef is a small coffee shop with two 
'( 
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circular lunch counters . The f ood i s average , the ser-
vice quick , and the prices low. 
The Merry Go Round , a novel bar and lounge, ad-
joins tbe Cafe Plaza. It is a popular spot for the out-
side public during the evening , and lunch is ?erved there. 
I . 
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Sca le •• Excellent , Good, Fair , Poor , Very Poor 
Cour tesy: 
Sys t ematic Direct Obs ervat i ons 
compliment s 
(behavior) 
very courte ous •• 7 
courteous ••.••• 12 19-
(attitude) 
respectful •• l5 
(tipping) 
grateful •• 4 
indiff erent •• 3 
7 
discourteous •• 0 
Ratio:l9:0 
EXCELLENT 
indifferent •• 4 
familiar ••••• l 
overly familiar •• l 
Ratio:l5:4:2 
GOOD 
demanding •• 0 
Ratio:7:0 
EXCELLENT 
Guest questionnaires reveal 6 favorable comments 
about courtesy, and 1 unfavorable comment. With a ratio 
of 6:1, tbe rating is GOOD. 
In our participant observations, we noted 3 inci-
dents of courtesy, 2 of discourtesy, and 2 of indifference. 
Systematic Direct Observations ••• EXCELLENT-GOOD 
Guest Questionnaires ••••..•.••••• GOOD 
li 
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In view of the above, we rate cour tesy GOOD-EXCELLENT. il 
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Central Location: 
In the guest questionnaires, 2 guests specifically 
commented on the choice location of the Sheraton Plaza. 
Luxurious Decor: 
Our personal descriptions noted that the lobby, 
Town Room, and, indeed, the entire hotel, appears 
luxurious. 
Food: 
Guest Questionnaires 
compliments 
decor ••• 6 
pleasant atmosphere •• l 
comfort •• 1 
quality of linens •• 3 
T.v. in rooms •• ? 
quiet dignity •• 3 
21 
complaints 
poor room decoration.! ;i 
noise •............•. 1 Jl 
I 
Ratio: 21:2 
EXCELLENT 
In the guest questionnaires, one guest commented 
favorably on food, none complained. 
In personal descriptions, we noted the high quality 
of the food in the Cafe Plaza and in the Town Room. 
EXCELLENT 
..LV.) 
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Skillful Service: 
In our participant observat ions , we noted the high 
quality of service in the dining room; on the other 
band, we found fault with the service in tbe Town Room, 
and with the accuracy of the reservation clerk. 
Systematic Direct Observations 
compliments 
prompt •• 6 
Guest Questionnaires 
compliments 
good service •• 7 
elevator service •• l 
--g-
complaints 
average •• 9 
slow ••••• 4 
Ratio:6:9:4 
FAIR 
complaints 
poor elevator service.2 
slow service in Town 
Room •••• ••.••••••••• •. 1 
crowded front desk ••• l 
careless handling of 
luggage •••••••••••••• l 
general poor service.2 
poor phone call and 
message delivery •••• g_ 
9 
Ratio:8:9 
VERY. POOR 
In view of the FAIR rating i n systematic direct ob-
servations, combined with the VERY POOR rating in the 
guest questionnaires, we rate service POOR. 
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Cooperation: 
Our systematic direct observations show that 16 
employees were cooperative among themse lves; none were 
indifferent or uncooperative. 1//e rate this EXCELLENT. 
Cleanliness: 
Our personal descriptions show bellhops' concern 
about cleanliness in the lobby, and we found all the 
public rooms very clean. 
Systematic Direct Observations 
compliments 
neatness ••• 20 
Guest Questionnaires 
compliments. 
3 
complaints 
not neat ••• 0 
Ratio :20:0 
EXCELLENT 
complaints 
3 
Ratio :3:3 
POOR 
In view of the above, we rate cleanliness GOOD-FAIR. 
Forms of Address: 
We have purposely omitted comments on the results 
of our systematic direct observations concerning the 
manner in which the employees address th~ guests; we 
found no mention of this in the hotel's p.o·licies . 
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THOROUGHNESS 
Cooperation ••.... .. . . .. Excellent • 
Decor •••••••••••••••••• Excel lent 
• 
Food •. •.. .• ••• •.• • •• • • ·.Excel lent • EXCELL~NT-GOOD 
• 
Convenience .••••••••••• Excellent 
• 
Courtesy ••••••••••••••• Good-Excellent • 
• 
Cleanliness ••••••••• • •• Good- Fair • 
• 
Service •••••••.••••••••• Poor • 
· The f l aw-in thoroughness is tbe POOR rating of 
service. We fe el that if we had bad more questionnaires , 
our findings might have been different . However , with 
this small s ample , and with our sys temat i c direct ob-
servations and our participant observa t ions revealing 
evidences of poor service, we must assume that service 
is not in keeping with the hotel ' s policy on this matter . 
On the ~~bole , tborougbness of the Sheraton Plaza ' s 
j guest relat i ons program rates EXCELLENT- GOOD . 
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THEN IT SATISFIES ••• 
Satisfies - pleases and retains patronage of 
Because of the smallness of the sample, 15 question-
nairas, 1.;-e cannot make positive conclusions about guest 
satisfaction. 12 of the 15 questionnaires showed com-
plete satisfaction, or made such minor complaints that 
\ITS can safely say that these guests were satisfied and 
will return to the Sheraton Plaza. Furthermore, 8 of 
these 12 use Sheraton credit cards , which indicates that 
they are patr ons of the hotel. The remaining 3 question-
nairas 1.vere severe in their critic isms. 1 guest stated 
that be doubted if be would ever stay at the Sheraton 
Plaza again, and vle doubt if any of the 3 will return, 
unless the letter s sent out by the hotel to them will 
cause them to reconsider . 
Taken on a small scale, we 1..vould say that the guests 
generally speaking, are satisfied; were the results 
magnifi ed , and 20 out of every 100 guests were d i ssatis-
fled, the problem vrould be a severe one. 
·THE SPECIFIC CLIENTELE 
Our own que sti onnaires , i.f used, would have indi-
cated type of guest along with guest satisfaction. The 
Sheraton questionnaires did show guest satisfaction, but 
did not indicate in any way whethe r or not these guests 
were tbe 11 specific clientele". 
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While observing in the lobby and public rooms we 
noted many businessmen there for conventions, executives, 
people there for meetings, and well dressed wome.n, ••• in 
short , the specific clientele . 
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CONCLUSIONS 
" Guest rele"t ions program " is a vague term to vlhich 
we have given specific meaning and definite limitation . 
These are: written and verbal policies for management, 
staff, and guests; regular services and special features 
for guests; rates, facilities, and advertising. We feel 
that this definition of a guest relat ions program provides 
a frame which envelopes every phase of the relationsh~p 
between management and staff vri th guests, and could be 
used in any hotel as the basis of a study to determine 
degree of thoroughness of the program and the extent of 
guest satisfaction. 
We are primarily interested in t he customer relations 
implications illustrated in this thesis. The four hotel's 
basic personalities, guest relations programs, and specific 
• clienteles, serve as examples of four successful organi-
zations, in the same line of business, . each of \vhich solves 
its customer relations problems differently. "lf.Te are in-
terested in illustrating hm·r each hotel in comparison to 
the others solves these problems, rather than in comparing 
their degree of thoroughness or of guest satisfaction. 
First we considered the basic personality of each 
organization •• its history, tradition, the factors deter-
mining its original development, its location in terms of 
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accessibility and environment. We found, I in view of these, I 
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could be deve- ), 
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that each bad the basic personality which 
----. 
veloped into a personality type. As a result of a 
hotel's choosing of the clientele which would most 
appreciate this bsic personality, and as a result of 
its catering specifically to them, this personality 
matures. 
We have shown, throughout this thesis, in the 
conclusions to our hypotheses, that each hotel pre-
fer s a specific clientele, and that each designs a guest 
relations program to suit this clientele. Furthermore, 
we have, to the best of our ability , measured thoroughness 
and satisfaction; we have shown that each hotel is, to 
a different degree, thorough, and. does, as far as we 
could measure, satisfy its clientele. 
Any retail organization, in order to attract those 
from whom it will profit most, must have , in addition 
to merchandise, the atmosphere, services, personnel, 
and location to suit these clienteles. If the basic 
personality lends itself to various clienteles, then 
in addition to having more varied merchandise, it must 
i\ have more extensive polio ies, etc.. This presents more 
~ factors to be controlled. 
The Avery and the Ritz Carlton, smaller hotels, 
each cater to only one clientele. The guest relations 
program of each is designed. to suit this one clientele, 
and comprises fewer factors than do the programs of the 
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P~rker House or Sheraton Plaza, larger hotels catering 
to more than one specific clientele. The results of our 
thesis seem to indicate that those hotels serving only 
one clientele, rate higher in thoroughness and guest 
satisfaction than do the two hotels catering to several 
clienteles. We would say that the many facets necessary 
in a program pleasing many clienteles would tend to 
offset each other, and thus hamper efficiency. For 
example, the illustrious history and tradition of the 
Parker House tend to be minimized by the hustle and 
bustle of commercialism. In our guest questionnaire,_ 
one guest remarked that the noise caused by the presence 
of a children's wear show would prevent him from ever 
returning to the Parker House. 
Th~ Avery offers to entertainers the atmosphere 
of a home away from home, where they can meet other 
entertainers, and enjoy privacy and freedom; a home 
where all services, facil ities, policies, and weekly 
rates are centered around them. The outsider who 
selects the Avery because of low rates or convenience 
o~ location, might be uncomfortable due to the noise 
from late partie s , or the intimacy of the atmosphere , 
to which be does not belong. Management, however, can-
not please both, in that it is impossible to permit 
freedom and provide quiet simultaneously in a small 
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hotel. Thus, as it bas previously geared itself to being 
an entertainers' hotel, it can most efficiently serve 
only this clientele. 
The Ritz Carlton uses snob appeal and exclusiveness 
to attract its selected clientele, and offers them the 
"best possible" services and appointmente. The Ritz is 
similar to the Avery in that it is centered around one 
clientele. However, the Avery leaves it to the prospective 
guest to be selective of it, whereas the Ritz is selective 
of its guests. Guest satisfaction might be impaired 
if these hotels accepted other clienteles without ad-
justing their programs. The outsider at the Avery would 
be the dissatisfied guest, whereas the regular guest 
of the Ritz would be most apt to complain were the 
hotel non-selective. 
If we enlarge upon this, we would say that small 
hotels, because of their size and their ease in adapting 
to one clientele , in order to run more efficiently, 
should, as much as possible, restrict themselves to 
this one clientele . This might be achieved by centering 
the guest relations program so specifically around this 
clientele that others are discouraged, or by restricting 
upon application those guests whom the hote l feels do 
not belong. 
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The Parker House is a hotel, which, because of its 
location and size, bas found it most profitable to 
adapt to the needs of business men. In addition to 
this, its reputation as a "New England Institution'! 
embodying history and tradition, attracts the people 
who would appreciate this. 
- The many convention facilities, the bedrooms so 
easily converted for trade shows, the convenience of 
location, migb, in themselves, turn the Parker House 
into a strictly commercial hotel. The historical 
background, however, and the traditi onal decor of the 
public rooms, which is kept alive, attracts those 
guests wbo lend dignity to the hotel. The Parker House 
has a large lobby, many public rooms, and many guest 
rooms. It is thus possible for a trade show to be held 
on the second floor without disturbing guests on tbe 
fourth or fifth floors. However, tbis would require 
careful supervision, perhaps even to the extent of 
leaving some rooms empty to insure quiet to those 
guests who do not wish to be disturbed. This, again, 
presents the problems which a large hotel must be 
aware of and control. 
The fact that the Parker House is both traditional 
and commercial, and accepting the fact that few of tbe 
11 Old Ne\v Englanders" are overnight guests, we would 
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say that its historic background and traditional aspects 
are not only important in attracting those New Englanders 
to the public rooms, but are equally important in pro-
viding the extra prestige for the business man who 
wants more than just a commercial hotel.Applying tbis 
generally, we would say that any hotel or any business 
should discover its best prestige factors, and use 
these a s selling points to attract those customers who 
demand the "little more'! In addition to being aware of 
and developing its potentialities, and using these 
potentialities to attract and keep the patronage of 
its customer s, the hotel should concentrate on its 
prestige factors. 
The Sheraton Plaza offers luxurious living in a 
dignified atmosphere in "famed Copley Square." It is 
like the Parker House in that it bas a large lobby, 
many public rooms, and guest rooms. It, however, is very 
modern and luxurious, and is a member of a nation wide 
chain. It stresses general quality and luxury rather 
than any specific points, and therefore cater t o all 
who seek these attributes. 
Formerly, as the Copley Plaza , it was the epitome 
of Old New England tradition, and was the scene of gala 
society af~airs. The Sheraton Plaza is not using this 
tradition as a selling point, but is concentrating 
on itself as part of the Sheraton chain, and on the 
~14 
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Sheraton chain as a part of it. In this way, they serve 
so as to strengthen each other . The hotel, tben , appeals 
to a general public , those who can afford a fine hotel 
and demand one. It bas everything from sterling silver 
finger bowls and free demi-tasse before breakfast, 
to excellent convention facilitie s and smart shops in 
its lobby. 
The Sheraton Plaza is unique among these four 
hotels in that it bad a choice of basic personalities 
on which to base its guest relations program . It could 
have either remained the elite , traditional hotel 
that was the Copley Plaza , or transformed itself into 
the luxurious modern member of the Sheraton Corporation 
of America, which it did . As a Sheraton hotel, it 
draws guests who are ac customed to staying at Sheraton 
hotel s in various cities, as well as _.those .-' wbo fre-
quented it formerly. In changing its basic personality,_ 
it also changed its policies to conform witb those of 
the Corporation. 
In summary: 
1:/e fe e l that our outline used to define and limit 
a guest re lations program can well be used as a basis for 
determining the degree of thoroughness and the extent 
of guest satisfaction in any hotel. 
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As a result of a hotel's choosing the clientele 
which would most appreciate i ts basic personality, and 
a s a result of its cate ring specifically to them , the 
hotel's personality mature~ . 
Any retail organization, in order to attract those 
from whom it will profit most , must have in addition 
to merchandise , the atmosphere , services, personnel , 
policies, and location to suit its clientele. 
The results of our thesis seem to indicate t hat 
those hotels serving only one clientele rate higher in 
thoroughness and guest satisfaction than do the hotels 
catering to several clientele. We would say that the 
many f acets necessary in a program pleas ing many 
clienteles wou ld tend to offset each other and hampe r 
efficiency . 
Every organization must be avrare of and develop 
its potentialities, and use these to attract and keep the 
patronage of its customers; in addition, a hotel should 
discover its prestige f actors , and use them to attrac t 
those customers lvho demand the 11 1ittle more." 
Small hotels, because of their size and their ease 
in adapting to one clientele , i n order to run more 
efficiently, should, as much as ·possible, restrict 
themselves to this one clientele. This restriction 
., 
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ma.y be achieved by centering the program so specifically 
that others are discouraged , or by restricting upon 
appli cation, those guests whom the hotel feels do not 
belong. 
If a hotel is faced with the choice of developing 
one of two or more basic personalities , it should choose 
that personality which , when developed , wou ld make the 
hotel most secure in the industry as a whole . 
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ORIGINA L SH~ •. ATON PLA ZA QUESTI ONNA I RE 
Occupa tion 
1. When you visit Boston aga in, will you stay at the 
Sheraton Plaza? 
2. Is the Sheraton Plaza your Boston home ? 
3. How frequently have you stayed at the Shera ton Plaza "!· 
first visit second visit third visit 
four times or more __ 
4. Can you recall the n a mes of any celebrities who 
have stayed at the Sheraton Pl a za? 
5. it!ha t is t he purpose of your visit to Boston ? 
6. Why i s it t hat you happen to be stay i ng a t the 
Sheraton Plaza ? 
7. Do you stay at Sheraton hotels wben you visit 
other cities? 
8. How do the employe =s of the Sheraton Plaza address 
you ? 
air or mad ame_:.1r., Mr~, ~-~is s (your surname)_ 
1 no special way_ 
/1 9. Can you think of any ways in which the food at 
the Sheraton Plaza is distinctive? 
10. Have you ever ha d occasion to request ro om service 
very late at night '? 
\Vhat t i me was it ? 
=---=-=::..o. ==- -----
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lihat d i d you request ? 
Wa s your r equest granted ? 
1 1 . \ma t type of people, in general, stay a t the 
Sheraton Plaza ? 
12. \'lould you say the employe es of t h e Sheraton Plaza 
are 
respectful_indifferent famili ar_overly fam-
i l iar 
13. How do you feel about the amount of priv£; cy or 
freedom a llowed you at t he Sheraton Plaza? 
14. How would yc u r a te employee a ttitudes toward 
tipping? 
demanding_ grateful_ indifferent __ 
15. How would you rate qua lity of service (good, fair, 
poor) 
dining ro om __ room service __ valet serv i ce __ 
mai d serv i ce_. _t.elephone s.ervice_ 
16. Ha ve you ever complained about anything to t he 
staff or manager ? 
If so, how wa s it handled? 
17. Have you ever enc ountered any misunderstandings 
about ra.tes, reservations, or registration? 
What happened? 
How was it handled? 
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18. Have you ever been ill while a guest at the Sheraton 
l'laza ? 
Did you receive any s pec ia l attentions ? 
19. Can you think of any "little extras" in the way 
of services that you receive a t the Sheraton 
Plaza? 
20. Do you feel welc ome at the Shera ton Plaza? 
Who is most responsible for ma king you fe el this 
way ? 
21. Which of the follow i ng would you sa,y de s cribe t he 
Sherat on Pl a za? 
s peci a l serv l ces_economy in r a.tes_friendlineas_ 
s pa c 1ousness __ recommenda t1ona of well known 
gues ts __ quiet __ newness of furn i s hing s or of 
hotel 1tself __ presti ge of hotel name 
convenient to t heatres, shopping , transport ation __ 
pride in· addreas __ ty pe of guest__y ear s of 
opera ting experience __ s i ze __ comfort __ innovations 
not found in other hotels __ 
22 . Which of those you have checked espec ially a ppea l 
_to you? 
23. Please comment on: 
Hub Room Oval Room 'rowne Room Coffee Shop 
Minute Chef Merry Go Round Cafe Pla za 
Men's Pub Ballroom and Foyer Rooms and Fur-
nishings 
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24. Wherehave you noticed Shera ton Plaza advertising? 
25. Di d any of the following influence your decision 
to stay at the She r·aton Pla.za ? 
radio_television_billboards_newspa pers_ 
magaz i nes_"word of mouth 11 
If not, what did"l' 
26. Which of the f ollowing are characteristics of the 
.Sheraton Plaza? 
quiet dign i ty __ luxurious l i ving_lively atmos-
phere_ excluaiv 2ness_home-like atmosphere_ 
none 
. -
27. What isa "red line" credit card ? 
28. Do you have a Sheraton credit card 'I 
What does it ent1 tle you to? 
29. Do all Sheraton hotels use the a a me recipes'{ 
I f so, does the Sheraton Plaza have anything to 
do with this? 
In what way? 
30. vlhic h of these factors is most important in helping 
you select a hotel ? (rank in order, 1-7) 
friendline -ss rates re putation location 
- - - -
type of guesta_room furniahinga_parking 
facilities_ 
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SHERATON PLAZA QUESTIONNAIRE USED (their own) 
Trying to improve our service to ycu •• our guest •• 
is a job to \'lhich we give top priority year 'round. 
Only you can tell us whethe r we are succeeding 
and if not, bow we might be able to make y our stay 
bere more enjoyable. Would you please jot down any 
comments you have? 
PLEASE TSLL US if there was anything that annoyed you . 
We'd like to know and try to correc t it. 
IF YOU ENJ OYED YOUR STAY, won't you tell us what you 
liked most about it? 
CAN YOU GI VE US ANY I DEA on bow we can offe r our 
guests better service? 
DO YOU USE Sheraton's free tele t yp·e service for making 
r eservations? 
IF YCU DO NOT EAVE a credit card, would you like to 
have one? 
---
Name Hote l Room No. 
St ree t 
Ci1-Y Stat e 
i 
Travelling From To 
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Ea ch guest who re plied to the Sheraton Plaza 
questionna ire received two letters of thanks and app-
reciation--one from the genera l manager, and the other 
from the president of t he Sher·aton Corporation. 
Sa~!_~ ~~~tar t2._ a Guest Who Mad e no Complaints 
Dear Iv1r. ----: 
We appreciate your taking the trouble to fill in 
t he questionnaire on the occa sion of your l ast visit 
t o t he Sherat on Plaza, and we wish to add to pres-
ident Henders on's letter to you dated October 22, our 
own expression of pleasure tha t you found your stay 
such a plea s ant one. 
Your nice remarks about our personnel and service 
reminded us that a pleasant, agreeable guest usua lly 
does bring out those same qualit i es in those who serve 
him. 
We s hall look forward to ha ving you here soon 
aga1n, and you may rest assured tha t your reserva tions 
will receive careful attention. 
Sincerely, 
L.C. 
General Manager 
Sa~l~Letter to a 3-uest Who IVJ:ade Many Complaints 
Dear M'r. ----: 
This is to acknowledge and thank you for the 
comments you sent me recently from your room at our 
Sheraton Plaza in Boston.I am sorry to learn that your 
room at the hotel was not clean. \ve have recently 
instituted an ins pection system to prevent this happen-
ing, but occasiona lly we realize it still ha ppens, 
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and we are glad to get your comments. 
Thank you for advising us that the ro oms at the 
Sheraton Brock are not too clean. ~his criticism 
will be referred to the manager of that hotel. 
I wish to a s sure you tha t it is not our policy 
to a ssign rooms that are in sub-standard condition, 
and hope y ou will find in your future visits to any 
of our hotels that your ro om is entirely satiafectory. 
I have sent a copy of your remarks to Mr. ----, 
general manager of the Sheraton Plaza, and also 
to Mr. ----, general manage r of the Sheraton Brock, 
for their information. 
Cordia lly yours, 
E . H . 
President 
~~-
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ORIGINAL RITZ CARLTON QUESTIONNAIRE 
Occupation 
1. When you visit Boston again, will you stay at the 
Ritz? 
2. Is the Ritz your Boston home? 
3. How frequently have you stayed at the Ritz? 
first visit __ , second visit __ , third visit __ , 
four times or more_. 
4. Why is it that you happen to be staying at the Ritz? 
5. What is the purpose of your visit to Boston? 
6. Do you feel welcome at the Ritz? 
Who is moet responsible for making you feel this way? 
7. What type of people, in general, stay at the Ritz? 
8. Which of these factors is most important in helping 
you select a hotel? ( rank in order, 1 to 7 ) 
friendliness __ , rates __ , reputation __ , location __ , 
services __ , room furnishings __ , parking facilities __ • 
9. Can you recall the na.mea of any famous people who have 
stayed at the Ritz? 
10. How did you make your reservations? 
11. Do you happen to know the name of the manager of the 
Ritz? 
Have you met him personally? 
If so, on what occasions? 
I 
,, 
I 
I! 
12. How do the employees of the Ritz address you? 
sir or madame_ Mr., Mrs., r~.us s ( surname)_ 
no special way_ 
13. Do you make use of room service 
frequently __ occasional ly __ seldom __ never_ 
What, for the most part, do you use room service for? 
14. Can you think of any ways in which the food at the 
Ritz is distinctive? 
15. To what extent do you receive individualized service 
at the Ritz? 
16. Is quietness a fe ature of the Ritz? 
17. Is the room service in any way distinctive? 
If so, in what ways? 
18. Would you say that the Ritz is selec tive of its 
clientele? 
19. Have you ever requested room service very late 
at night? 
What time was it? 
What did you request? 
Was your request granted? 
20. In general, would you say that the employees of 
the Ritz are 
res pectful __ indifferent __ familiar __ overly familiar_ 
21. Have you ever complained about anything to the staff 
or manager? 
If so, how was the complaint handled? 
-- ---~-=--~-
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22. Please comment on: 
bar d.lning room second floor lounge 
beauty shop dress shop florist garage 
drug store porter •• information and services 
room furnishings Cafe 
23. 'ivou ld you like to see professi onal entertainment 
in the public rooms of the Ritz? 
Why? 
24. How would you rate promptness of service ( good, fair, 
poor) 
dining room room service_valet service_ 
telephone service __ maid service_ 
25. If entertaining guests in your room in the evening, 
do you feel obligated to be quiet after a certain 
bour? 
vfhat hour? 
Why? 
26. Have you ente rtained guests in tbe Ritz 
dining room __ suites __ banquet rooms __ 
27. Can you think of any 11 little extras 11 in the vray 
of services that you receive at the Ritz? 
28. Which of the follm-ring are characteristics of the 
Ritz? 
=='-"--=~---= 
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special services_economy in rates_ 
recommendations of well known guests __ 
newness of furnishings or of hotel itself_ 
innovations not generally found in hotels 
spaciousnes e_ quiet_c onvenience to trans-
portation, theatres, shopping_prestige of 
name of the hotel__years of operating ex-
perience_size_comfort __ pride in address_ 
luxury __ type of guest __ friendliness __ 
29. Of those characteri.stics you have checked, wbich 
especially ap peal to you? (circle your answer) 
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ORIGINAL PARKER HOUSE QUESTIONNA IRE 
Occupation 
1. In terms of tradition, what Boston hotel would you 
consider a " New England Institution"? 
2. it/hen you visit Boston again, will you stay at the 
Parker Hou se? 
3. Is the Parker House your Boston home? 
4. How frequently have you stayed at the Parker House? 
first visit second visit third visit __ four 
times or more 
5. How do the employees of the Parker House address 
you? 
sir or madame __ Mr., Mrs., Miss (surname) __ 
no s pecial 1-Yay_ 
6. In general, would you say the employees of the 
Parker House are 
respectful_ indifferent_familiar_ overly familiar 
7. Hmv old would_ you say the Parker House is? 
8. How do you feel about the amount of privacy and 
freedom allowed you at the Parker House? 
9. Can you recall any special attentions, in tbe way 
of services, that . you have requested? 
What were they? . 
11Jere your requests· granted? 
Was tbe attitude of _tbe employee wbo served you 
willing __ besitant_ unwilling __ 
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10. Can you think of any "little extras" in the way of 
services that you receive a t the Parker House? 
11. Do you feel that the relationsh ip of the employees 
among themselves is 
cooperative __ indifferent __ uncooperat ive __ 
12. How vv ould you rate quality of service ( good, fair, 
poor) 
dining room room service valet service 
maid service __ telephone service __ 
13. Why is it that you happen to be staying at the 
Parker House? 
14. Have you ever been ill while a guest at the Parker 
House? 
Did you receive any s pecial attentions? 
15. Have you ever complained about anything to the staff 
or manager? 
If so , how wa s the complaint handled? 
16. Can you think of any ways in which the Parker House 
food is distinctive? 
17. Have you ever requested room service very late at 
night? 
What time was it? 
\~at did you request? 
Was your reque st granted? 
XV 
18. ·;.Jhich of the following describe the Parker House? 
special services_recommendations of well-
known guests __ newness of furnishings or of 
hotel itself __ friendliness __ prestige of hotel 
name __ size_comfort __ years of operating ex-
perience __ pride in address __ innovations not 
found in other hotels __ type of guest __ 
convenience to transportation, theatres, shop-
ping __ spaciousness __ 
19. Which of those features you have checked especially 
appeals to you? 
20. Would you care to comment on: 
main dining room lobby cocktail lounge 
roof ballroom barber shop grille room 
beauty shop gift shop roof cocktail lounge 
florist room furnishings Revere Room 
garage brunch bar information desk 
21. How do you feel about the enterta j nment in the 
public rooms? 
22. Would you like to see professional enterta i nment in 
the public rooms? 
23. Have you, as a guest of the Parke r House , ever had 
occasi on to cash a check there? 
What was the procedure? 
24. What is on the covers of the menus at the Parker House? 
'
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25. In general, what do you consider to be the type 
of people staying at the Parker House? 
26. Would you say the Parker Hou se is 
traditional __ up to da te __ botb __ neitber __ 
27. Can you name a ny famous or historical figures 
who have stayed at the Parker House? 
28. Have you ever enc ountered any misunderstandings 
about rates, reservations, or registration? 
If so, what happeneq, and bow was it handled? 
29. Generally s peaking , how would y ou rate the 
employees' attitudes towa rd tipping ? 
I grateful_demanding_indifferent_ 
I
I 
30. To \vbat extent would you say that 11 the guest is 
always rigbt 11 is a policy of the Parker House? 
31. Do you happen to remember the name of the pres-
ident-owner of the Parker Houee ? 
32. 1tlbich do you think management pays more attention 
to in trying to please the guests 
rooms and services_bars and dining rooms 
33. Do you feel 't(Telcome at the Parker House? 
Who is most responsible for making you feel this way? 
34. \r/bich of these factors is most important in helping 
you select a hotel? 
friendliness_rates_reputa tion_location_ 
services room furnisbings __ parking facilities 
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35. Where have you noticed Parker House advertising? 
36. Did any of the following influence your decision 
to stay at the Parker House? 
radio television magazines newspapers 
billboards 11 word of mouth 11 
If not, wh at did? 
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1. ow fre uently have you stayed at the Parker House? 
first v1s1t second visit 
-
t hird visit_ 
four times or more __ 
2 . 1 hy did you happen to choose the Parker House? 
3 . ~fben you vis 1 t Boston again, 1.'1 111 you stay at the 
Parker House? 
4. \lbat , 3ener ally speaking, are your feel1n s toward 
t he Pa rker House? 
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ORIGINAL AVERY QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Are you in the entertainment field ? 
2. When in Boston again, will you stay at the Avery? 
3. Is the Avery your Boston home? 
4. How fre quently have you stayed at the Avery? 
first visit __ sec ond visit __ third visit four times 
or more 
5. Compared to other hotels you have stayed at, do you 
find the Avery 
more home-like __ same as others __ less home-like 
6. l"ihy is it that you happen to be staying at the Avery? 
7. Where have you noticed Avery advertising? 
8. Did any of the following influence your choice of 
the Avery? 
radio television magazines newspapers bill-
boards "word of mouth 11 
9. Do you happen to know the name of the manager of the 
Avery? 
Have you met him personally? 
On what occasions? 
10. In general, would you say the employees of the 
Avery are 
respectful __ indifferent __ familiar __ overly fam-
iliar __ 
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11. How do the employees of the Avery address you? 
sir or madame_Mr., Mrs., Miss (surname)_ 
no special way 
12. vvhat do you feel is the relationship among the 
employees themselves? 
cooperative __ indifferent __ uncooperative __ 
_ 13. How do you rate quality of service (good, fair, poor) 
dining room __ maid service_valet service 
room service __ telephone service __ 
14. Have you ever complained about anything to the staff 
or manager? 
If so, what "'vas the complaint, and how was it handled? 
15. To what extent does the Avery respect your need for 
quiet during the daytime? (especially in tbe morning •• 
late maid service, etc.) 
16. To vrhat extent do you feel free to enter-tain in your 
room at late hours? 
17. Can you recall any special services or attentions 
you have requested? 
What was the attitude of the employee who served you? 
willing __ bes1tant __ unw1lling __ 
18. Can you think of any "little extras" in the way of 
services tha t you r eceive at the Avery? 
19. Whe you leave word to be awakened in the morning, 
does the operator tell you anything in addition to 
the time? 
--r-
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20. Have you ever used the hotel valet service? 
Please comment. 
21. Have you ever been 111 while a guest at the Avery? 
If so, did you receive any special attention? 
22. Please comment on: 
dining room bar room furnishings 
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AVERY QUESTI ONNA IRE USED (their own) 
PLEASE TELL US 
Name 
-----
Room Number 
---
Did you enjoy your stay? Yes_No 
Was the service ------------------- fair_good __ excellent_ 
What do you suggest that would make your stay here more 
enjoyable? 
Tbank You 
Tbe Management 
Hotel Avery 
(A Carter Hotel) 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Would you care to have us send 
your friends a folder and other 
hotel literature for their con-
venience? 
Name 
----
Address 
---
Name __ 
Address 
Kindly leave this card at the front 
office upon your departure. 
-==t-
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